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signal and whistled, so he went back
and it is a task that is worth the
and notified the night watchman on
best thought and effort of any and
the West side and when they returned
all of us.
the two men were seen running np
"To achieve this or auy other great
over
the hill in the direction of the
and
result, straight thinking
strong
court house. They were not followed
action are necessary, and the straight
by the night wathcman but had, such
thinking comes first. To make this
been the case the two men might have
country what we need to have it, we
been caught.
must think clearly and directly about
our problems, and above all we must
CLOUDBURSTS IN COLORADO
understand what the real problems
CAUSE IMMENSE LOSS
are. The great things are few and
simple, but they are too often hidden
.
Glenwood Springs, Colo., Aug. 10.
by false issues, and conventional, unHilda Gustafson, the
real thinking. The easiest way to
hide a real issue always has been and
daughter of Charles Gnstafsou, a
CHIEF FORESTER MAKES HIT AT always will be. to replace it with a PRESENT OUTLOOK IS THAT GEN- MOTHER OF DEAD NAVAL LIEU ranchman, was drowned by a cloud- ADDITIONAL WINNERS IN FEDER
AL LAND LOTTERY ANTENANT IDENTIFIES LETmiles
ERAL TIE-UWILL
false-- one.
NATIONAL IRRIGATION
burst near Gypsum, twenty-eigh- t
NOUNCED
east of here, last night. The child
Needs of Country.
TERS
FAIL
CONGRESS
was playing in the yard when a wall
"The first thing we need in this
of water fifteen feet high which
Roosevelt so
country, as
DISPROVES SUICIDE swept down the mountain, washed her ALL QUIET AND ORDERLY
PAYS
ROOSEVELT
TRIBUTE well set forth In that great message EMPLOYES CALL MEETING TENOR
reach the
which told what he bad been trying
away before she could
house. An unknown man applying
to do for the American people. Is
ALENE
COUER D'
TO CONSIDER A PROPOSITION TO INTRODUCTION OF THE MISSIVES for work at the ranch made an attempt FOLLOWING
LAUDS AND DEFENDS THE POLequality of opportunity for every citi
FLATCOME
DRAWING
WILL
BY
OBJECTED
TO
THE
RETURN TO WORK
ICIES OF THE
zen. No man should have less, and
to save the child, but was himself
HEAD AND SPOKANE
no man ought to ask for more. EqualDEFENSE
washed away and found unconscious
AT ONCE
TOENT
half a mile below the ranch. The esity of opportunity is the real object
Our
of our laws and institutions.
timated flood damage to crops Is J
STILL WATCH
ATTACKS ALLEGED TRUST institutions and our laws are not val- RESUMPTION OF BUSINESS NOW LOOKS LIKE MURDEB
Traffic has been blocked by THOUSANDS
&
Rio
uable only because they secure equalwashouts on the Denver
Grande.
ity of opportunity for happiness and
ALL HOPE AGAINST HOPE TO BE
BY
SERGEANT
STORY TOLD
TENDS
CHARGES COMBINATION IS FORM- welfare of our citizens. An
institution MERCHANTS PROMISE DELIVERY
OFFITHAT ONE OUT OF EVERY
TO PRqVE THAT THE
OF GOODS VESSELS AGAIN
ING TO GRAB ALL WATER
or a law is a means, not an end, a
FOUR BLACK BEARS ARE
FOUR HUNDRED
CER WAS KILLED
means to be used for the public good,
MOVING
POWER SITES
SEEN AT MINERAL HILL,
One of the great reasons why President Roosevelt's administration was
Parties coming in from Mineral Hill
Couer d' Alene, Ida., Aug. 10. With
were
Annapolis, Md., Aug. 10. Mrs. SutStockholm, Aug.
Spokane, Wash ., Aug. 10. When of such enormous value to the
bears
plain
black
four
that
large
report
this morning that the general strike ton, the mother of Lieutenant James
the drawing of the name of John L.
Gilford Pincbot arose thia morning to American was
that he understood
were seen in that vicinity last Satto fail. N.
of New Berlin, 111., the secSchuyler,
Sutton, whose death la now under
address the National Irrigation con- what St. Paul meant when he said: throughout Sweden is about
urday afternoon. It seems that these
Efforts are made to improve the street
gress, the delegates gave him a wild 'The letter killelh, but the spirit car service- and the employes have cal investigation by the navy department, parties were out gathering wild ber- ond "day of drawing; for lands in the
Couer d' Alene reserve, was begun.
To follow blindly the
ovation, lasting fully five minutes and giveth life.'
led a meeting to consider a proposi took the stand today and identified ries, which grow in great abundance
Before night 300 more names will' be
Inof
or
letter
the
an
form
of
the
law,
tion to return to work. The company letters from her son to herself and there and in working back into the drawn in the Couer d Alene reserve.
winding up with a burst of cheers.
without Intelligent regard has
were
stitution,
and
cheerful
four
brother.
across
these
ran
mountains
They
they
given the men until tomorrow to
He was preceded by T. J. Allen of both for its
Drawing for lands in the Flathead
spirit and for the public resume their old jobs.
chatty in character and were intro- bears. The berry gatherers, not bethe forest service, who said it was welfare, is very nearly as
reserve will be held Thursday and In
no
show
inten
bad
Sutton
duced
as
and
to
dangerous
ing armed, Immediately fled,
The merchants of Stockholm say
necessary to have state laws and en- as to disregard the law altogether.
Spokane reserve, next Monday.
tion of committing suicide.
faras could be learned, did not return theThe
force them if the west was to pres- What we need is the use of the law they will shortly resume the delivery
present drawing has been quiet
Lieutenant
for
bears
where
to
the
the
Attorney. Blrney,
place
again
of goods in their own delivery wagons
erve its forests. His speech was
and intensely interesting.
and
orderly
construcand
the
the
public good,
fpr
and the cab strike is soon expected to Adams, objected to the introduction of were seen. Great excitement was
continued unabated
heartily seconded by Mr. Plnchot, who tion of it for the public welfare.
Interest
today
was
these
overruled.
but
reached
caused
the
this
letters,
when
report
end. Vessels coming into this port are
In furthering this sentiment
in the hot tun
paid a
stood
thousands
and
"The man who really counts is the
Charles
H.
a
Russell,
laundryman. city, especially among the sportsmen.
Roosebringing their own stevedores who
strong tribute to
wa called and testified that Ire re who have visited Mineral Hill and all day listening to the calling of
plain American citizen. This is the load and unload them.
velt.
each name as the envelope wasttrawn
man for whom the Roosevelt policies
There has been a big demonstration ceived from Lieutenant Adams a shirt, vicinity several time trying to lo from the confused, mass. Although
Silence fell over the congress as were created, and his welfare Is the
collar and cuffs which were blood- cate big game;
Plnchot directly charged that a water end to which the Roosevelt policies of 20,000 strikers at Gottenberg. .
the chance is but one in every four
stained". He was not
'
hundred, yet each applicant Is hoping
power trust was in process of forma lead. As a nation, we are fortunate
Sergeant Arthur Todd, of the PHILIPPINE VETERANS
tion' and was appearing before the at this time in this fact above all TRADING ACTIVE IN
against nope to De mat, one.
an
IN
differ
tells
marine
MEET
CONVENTION
corps,
entirely
BOSTON WOOL MARKET ent
convention in the perBon of its at others, that the great man who gave
story of the death of Lieutenant
torneys, seeking to break down 4he op his name to these policies has for his
Sutton than do the others.
Pittsburg, Aug. 10. Awakened at QUARTERLY CONFERENCE
position to Its- ownership of all the successor another great president
of
was
Todd
he
10.
OF THE METHODIST CHURCH
of
the
The
volume
Alexander L. Hawkins by the
says
corporal
Camp
Boston, Aug.
water power in the country. He whose administration is most solemn
wool market still guard on the night of the shooting,
same
which
local
as
sounded
in
the
the
business
taps
bugle
'
then plunged into his address with en- ly pledged to the support of them.
'I saw a figure in shirt sleeves Spanish flag was pulled down 'at
The fourth and most important of
continues heavy, with the price
thusiastic vigor. He said in part:
Champion of Roosevelt
wool, start to run and heard a voice say; Santiago, delegates to the convention the quarterly conferences of the Meth
maintained.
Territory
strongly
Home Building for Nation
"I stand for the Roosevelt policies especially Montana, 1b in demand, 'Stop running, you're under arrest- - of the Army of the Philippines and
church was held last
"The most valuable citizen of this or because they set the common good of while
Is much inquiry for Ohio The man ran on and he again heard A vierioan veterans of the foreign ser evening at the Methodist parsonage.
there
any other country is the man who all of us above the private gain of fleeces. Montana clips in original a voice call: 'Stop running or I'll vice, commenced its first day's ses Dr. Samuel Blair, D. D., presiding
owns tie land from which he mates some of us; because they recognize
packages sell for 2730 cents, while shoot.' I then heard four revolver sion here today. A movement is on over the meeting.
his living. No other man has such a the livelihood of the small man as scoured
A great deafin fact all of the im
staple is in demand shots and the man running dropped. I foot to consolidate the two organiza
man
Btake in the country. No other
more important to the nation than at 7274 cents. Pulled wool and for ran to him and recognized Lieutenant tions and establish a woman's auxil- portant work of the year, is tason vp
lends such steadiness and stability the profit of ttie big man: . because eign products are also active.
Sutton."
iary. Gen. S. 1. B. Young, retired, is at this conference and reports made
-to our national life. Therefore, no they oppose all useless waste at presexpected
today as President Taft's on the progess during the year past.
other question concerns us more Inti- ent at,tbe cost of robbing the future;
rne most important oi mesa rspuris
personal representative.
was the announcement that the
mately than the question of homes. because they Insist upon equality of
Permanent homes for ourselves, our opportunity and denounce monopoly
has raised $3,000 for benevol
LAST NIGHT'S LIMITED
children, and our nation this is the and special privilege; because dis
HOURS OFF SCHEDULE ent work and $1,000 for Improvements
central problem. The policy of na- carding false Issues, they deal with
and to pay some on the old Indhted-i.es- s
tional irrigation is of value to the the vital questions that really make
of the parsonage. Th-- aen.ber- Eastbound Santa Fe train No, 4, the
United States In very many ways, but
of
difference with the welfare of us
the church showed an Increase
here
last
due
California Limited,
ship
the greatest of all is this, tnat na- all and most of till, because In them
did not pass through of 117 members during the year and
at
11:40,
night
tional Irrigation multiplies the men the plain American always and every
school attendance
New Orleans, Aug 10. Storm warn of anxiety akin to horror Is felt by the city until 11:15 o'clock this morn- the average Sunday
who own the land from which they where holds the first place. And I
which is very
summer
135,
for
the
The
or
hours
late.
almost
twelve
ing,
In
some
and
instances
The old saying propose to stand for them while 1 ings for the Texas coast issued today the people
make their living.
months.
summer
the
for
families are
for towns in delay was occasioned by a wreck in good
"Who ever heard of a man shoulder- have the strength to stand for any- indicate a storm of great intensity is the Interior. leaving
of S. K.
A
committee
consisting
is
so
it
Arizona,
reported, although
Particularly is this the
boarding-house,G. Ogle
W.
southeast
O.
now
the
and
over
H.
Gulf,
Brown
ing his gun to fight for his
hovering
thing."
case in Galveston, where the recent details could not be learned. By some Sydes,
reflects this great truth, that
mouth of the Rio Grande. As hurricane caused much damage, al- manner or other. No. 8, the mail train, was appointed to draft resolutions of
of
the
no man is so ready to defend his coun- RETURN OF PROSPERITY
a result of these forecasts of warning though the great sea wall there was got by the trouble and went through appreciation for the work done by
try, not only with arms, but with his
!N WEST AND SOUTHWEST which have been sent broadcast to proof against the tidal wave that at an early hour this morning about Rev. Henry Van Valkenburgh. It was
vote, and his contribution to public
on time.
requested of Bishop Quayle that the
towns' along the Texas coast, a feeling swept in, from the gulf.
opinion as the man with a permanent
present pastor be allowed to remain in
Chicago, Aug. 10. Marshall Field &
stake in it, as the man who owns the Co., in their
this
pastorate another year which
COUNCIL
LAST
GREAT
of
the
review
dryweekly
land from which he makes his living.
was
OF INDIANS OF WEST
granted.
goods trade, say: "The number of
''Our country began as a nation of
The conference adjourned subject to
exceeded
the
market
in
expec
buyers
farmers.
During the periods that
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 10. At tlie call by the Rev. Van Valkenburgh.
tations, buyers from the far west and
gave it its character, when our inde- southwest being noticeably numerous.
last great council of Indians on the
pendence was won and when out They are buying liberal assortments
southern part of the Colville reserva- AUTOMOBILE OWNERS
union was preserved, we were
tion in September, outside Indians will
all
TO ORGANIZE A CLUB
departments.
covering
practically
We can
a nation of farmers.
have their last chance to be received
on, the road
salesmen
from
Orders
exnot, and we ought not. to continue
a tribe by adoption and thus
was
show a slight increase over the cor
A very enthusiastic
meeting,
There seems to have been an epid-- i went to the scene as soon as pos- into
clusively, or even chiefly, an agricul- responding week of last year, and in
secure allotments of land on the re- held last evening at the offices of J.
all
in
sible
trace
of
man
but
last
been
had
the
the
robberies
night
emic
city
of
can
tural country, because one man
the main are goods for Immediate de- as the
artists were play lost by that time. There was nothing serve. It is said Indians from every- D. Hand in the Crockett block by the
raise enough food for many. But the
to
advant
are
take
westerntate
going
automobilists of the city. The meetlivery."
ing havoc in general about the resid in the shed of much value, other than
farmer who owns his land is still the
of
this
age
opportunity.
ing was preliminary to the establish
ence portion of the city and inciden some old clothes, but it Is thought that
backbone of this nation; and one of
ment of a permanent organization
women.
IN
JAPAN
SUCCEEDS
wood
who
man
a
the
entered
the
shed
great many
tally frightening
the things we want most Is more of
which will be known as the Las Vegas
BLUFFING POOR CHINA
who has went In there with the Intention of fit LIVELY FIGHT DEVELOPS
H.
Hunker
Geo.
Attorney
;
him,
FOR G. A. R. COMMANDER Auto club. The followir, committees
an
some
out
could
time
himself
'
with what he
past
been planning for
ting
Farmer I Valuable.
were appointed:,
Peking, Aug. 10. China has acceded outing in the mountains, found this conveniently use and sklddoo but was
"The man on the farm Is valuable
a
Salt Lake City. Aug. 10. Interest
and .Permanent Organlza- to harness caught in the act. As far as can be
out
a
from
railroad
to
of
went
construction
the
he
when
morning
other
citizen,
like
to the nation,
any
enG.
A.
R.
of
in
second
the
the
Dr.
M..
tlon-day
F. Des Marais, I, T. Hos- Antunz to Mukden by Japan and the
team that his harness had been learned the man took nothing that
in
the
just in proportion to his intelligence, situation which was regarded as most his
was
centered
strug
Dave
campment
Sulier, Wm. Harper and
could
be would lead to his discovery or arrest,
Hoskins,
stolen and as no trac of it
character, ability and patriotism, but
office of commander-in- for
the
gle
Joe
Danziger.
for
now
Baron
con
has
Hunker
serious
did
necessary'
relaxed..
Mr.;
not
became
Ijuln found, it
;Mr.
evidently
nnlike the other citizens, also In proVan Sant
Committee on Membership R. J
the Japanese minister, has officially Hunker to pnrchas.6 a new set of har- sider his loss very great, as nothing chief between
portion to his attachment to the soil.
of Minnesota and Judge Wm. A.
'
W. C. Adlon and Dr. M. F
of
to
de
mobilization
rumors
of
Taupert,
has
the
been reported
the police
ness.
That is the principal spring or ms denied
Louis
and
Both
St.
of
Illinois;
De8 Marais.
between Korea and
Last evening about 8:30 o'clock a partment but notwithstanding this fact
steadiness, his sanity, his simplicity Japanese troops
Committee to Investigate the Price
look Atlantic City are making strong bids
are
a
his
,
close
Manchuria.
seen
the
getaway
was
police
man
city
making
keeping
his
of
and
many
and directness,
for the 1910 encampment.
Gasoline and Oil J. D. Hand, Ike
of
of
rear
In
out
the
for
shed
wood
suspects-the
from
other desirable qualities. He is the
and Charles Rogers.
Bacharach,
Carl Wertz, who is in the employ of
residence at lui
Chas Danzigers
HUNDREDS RENDERED
am
first of
GUATEMALA HOLDS OU- TA. Jones presided as
A.
DanMrs.
Attorney
was
he
Chas
seems
Ilfeld
that
the
street.
Co.,
BY
FIRE Sixth
thought
It
HOMELESS
."The ration that will lead the
TO
CAPITAL
INDUCEMENTS
of
the
chairman
meeting and after
ziger went out into the back yard and about to be held np by two suspicious
world will be a nation of homes. The
until all had
new
automobiles
10.
min
The
on
saw
Aug.
talking
she
men
shed
wood
while
Washington,
the
Saturday night,
looking
of the srreat conservation
Chicago, Aug. 10. Hundreds were in approaching
h1prf.
received wheels in their heads they adjiiomed
laws
of
Guatemala,
over
just
Mr.
said
home.
Wertz
and
that
shed
ing
his
go
run
the
way
from
a
man
a
homes
xmake
their
from
driven
4oday
our
by
movement is Just this, to
here, grant the most important con to meet arfiio in two weeks at bicV
the men were in the middle of the Ices-Iocountry a permanent and prosperous fire, which destroyed twenty houses the back fence.
to foreign and especially to time the report of 'the various rotomlt-ttu- s
immediatewere
and
hotel
behind
the
Plaza
street
Is
just
not
Police
believed
It
in
South
headquarters
Chicago.
our
chil
home for ourselves and for
to bo r ady.
is expvc-tetinvestors.
'American
Ward
a
mate
he
them
as
one,
Officer
approached
ly notified and Night
dren, and for our children's children any lives were lost.
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TWO

DEMANDS

ARIZONA

UNIFORM

RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
"Until the commission meets I can-to- t
say what action will be taken, but
our policy has been to lay before the
railroads only such matter as are well
grounded and can be taken before the
Interstate commerce commission with
hope of success In the event of the
railroads refusing to meet our suggestions."
Chairman Sims Ely of the Arizona
railway commission made this statement In Phoenix when asked what effect the refusal of Arizona passenger
agents in session in Los Angeles to
on Arizona
reduce the passenger-fat- es
lines would have.
RecenCly the Arizona commission requested the lines operating In that territory jo make reductions of from one- half rent on the El Paso & Southwest
ern to one cent on all the other lines.
The effect or tuts wouia nave oeeu 10
make a uniform rate of three cents
per mile on the main lines and four
cents on the branch roads.
At the time the request was made
the railroad officials promised to take
up the reductions asked at the meeting
of passenger agents to be held In Los
Angeles. This was done with the re
sult that the request was turned down.
Chairman Ely stated that he does
not feel like giving out any formal
statement of the Intentions of the com
mission until he has conferred with
the other two members, which will be
the next time he commission meets ta
Phoenix.
Ely's statement that the policy of
the commsslon is to present only such
matters to the railroads as are well
grounded and likely 0f success if carried top to the interstate commission
can be taken to Indicate that the Arizona commissioners, will at the proper
time lay the matter before the higher
body and ask; for lower passengsr
rate on Arizona railroads.

helped the grain to ripen rapidly, and
$2 to $3.50 a day is offered harvest
hands, it is stated.
The Chicago and Northwestern railway is Installing a telephone system
for train dispatching between Chicago
and Fond du Lac. The wires have
been strung for a quadruple system
and it will soon be put In operation.
Owing to the universal protest en
tered by the trainmen against the old
broadcloth uniforms, it has been de
cided to discard them and fit out all
passenger conductors and brakemen
on the Santa Fe in light and cool serge
cloth.
Andrew Hefiln, while standing on
the brick pavement at the Santa J"e
depot at Texico, Curry county, was
thrown under a passing freight train in
some manner, one of his legs being cut
off between the knee and the ankle
and had to be amputated.
Benjamin II. White, a son of W. F,
White, formerly passenger traffic man
ager of the Santa Fe, has been ap
pointed traveling passenger agent of
the road at Atlanta, Ga. Until re
cently he has been assistant rate
clerk in the Chicago office.
The Santa Fe IS to carry 6.000 Pasa
dena people to Redondo on August 12,
in special trains. About sixty coaches
will be needed to accommodate the
crowd. The Pasadena people will leave
In the morning and spend the day at
the beach, returning in the evening.
The Santa Fe and Rock Island rail
roads produce figures to disprove the
assertion of the Kansas grain dealers'
association that there is a shortage
of cars In that state. Both railroads
declare they have ample cars to take
care of all grain shipments and plenty
of motive power.
The Burlington has placed an order
for 3,500 freight cars, of which 3,000
will be box cars and 500 refrigerator
cars. It is expected that a part of the
box car order will be received In time
RAILROAD NEWS
Fireman I. C. Haulman is off duty to aid In the handling of the heavy
crops. The Northern Pacific is- report
on account of illness.
Five extra engineers and the same ed to be in the market for 2,000 box
number of firemen are in town, ready cars.
A. G. Wells, general manager of
for service on the rallB at a moment's
the Santa Fe coast lines, with head
call.
The Rock Island is malting tests of quarters In Los Angeles, has gone to
six different types of gasoline motor Chicago, for a conference with the
He
cars for passenger service on that sys- head officials of the system.
tem.
passed through Las Vegas Sunday
The Santa Fe expects to receive in his private car. Mr. Wells said that
within a week the first of an order for the coast lines had done the largest
500 cars especially designed for the business in their history this season
and that be expected fc, very heavy
shipment of automobiles.
Fireman G. C. Palmer made a mis fall and winter travel to southern Calstep and sprained an ankle, for which ifornia.
of the
Following a thorough try-ou- t
injury he Is now under medical treat
ment at the local railroad hospital.
gasoline construction, car on the
branch of the Santa Fe it has
Engineer Homer R. Whitlock is off
been decided to supply, all the bridge
the road at home preparing for
fishing trip, for which he needs no li- gangs on the Los Angeles division with
cense, being a resident of the territory. them. The gasofine construction car
hanrlear,' run by a
Engineer James Rush, who had not Is an
been feeling like his accustomed self gasoline engine. They have proved
for the past two or three days, has such labor savers, and accomplish the
reported for duty again on the south work so much, quicker, that it is the
intention to gradually replace all the
end.
famthe old hand cars with them.
and
Jos.
Clevenger
Engineer
Charles H. Jones, a former Santa
ily and Conductor Geo. Tripp and famFe
station agent here, subsequently
at
the
lakes,
Kroenlg
ily spent Sunday
fishing, the party bringing back seventy-f- going to Los Lunas and operating a
our
small flouring mill and country store,
fine bass.
Arthur Lowe and family are mov- is now residing In Portland, Oregon.
ing from their home at 903 Third He is associated in business with F.
street to the Clements property at the P. Waring, also a former railroad em
corner of Eighth street and Jackson ploye here, his wife conducting a
avenue. Mr. Lowe is a well known book and stationary store on Sixth
Street. The firm of Jones & War
Santa Fe engineer.
Chris Wertz, chief clerk to James ing are proprietors of the Steel
Kiely, division foreman at Clovis, was Bridge wood yard in Portland.
due to arrive in Las Vegas on No. 10
All the railroads but the Santa Fe
this afternoon on a short leave of in particular are taking steps to preabsence, to which he, his family and vent further damages from high ex
friends think him justly entitled.
The damages sustained up
plosives.
to
Great
this
time
have been very heavy and
the
from
advices
Telegraphic
Northern railway at St. Paul state that these result mostly from careless10,000 harvest hand? are needed in ness in handling. A short time ago a
Minnesota and North Dakota along the man i In loading his automobile on a
Jlne of that road. The harvest has freight car in the east drove it into
weather has the car under power. He then took a
lust- started, he fine

itrlW.f..tl;l

Ey Mexico College
OF AGRICULTURE

AW MECHANIC ARTS

HADLEY

promote Liberal and
Practical Education."

HALL

Administration Building
Household Economics

x

(MOffruicror8tz)

Beaidea the courses in Apicukm and Engineering, this
mUrae off en also the loBowmK
(for girls). The department occupies an entire Boor,

nine rooms, in one of the new buildings.

The rooms of this department include well equipped sewing rooms, oooMna laboratory, litchen.
dnunfl roam, otnee, reciution end rest rooms. McKie Hail the girls' dormitory) affords a delightful
borne tor young women students under he csre of a Deaa of Women and a Matron.

Stenography and Spanish Stenography. There it always a demand
for good stenographers, especially those who can write Spanish Shorthand.
Business, College vA secondary course designed to prepare for business life
in store, bank or office.
General Science. A
college course.
course equal to that of the best city high schools.
Preparatory, A four-yeSpecial classes of lower grade for students over sixteen.

The best rU.ce for the student who must work his way through college. During the post yeas
the college paid $4,395.03 for student labor. 127 students earned all or part of their expenses.
The college has eleven fomdineB, splendidly equipped laboratories, the best library in the Territory,
instructors, battalion of cadets, cheap and comfortable bring arrammorUhnrn.
faculty of thirty-eig-

Writ for Catalogue
W.E. GARRISON

Address til President

AGRICULTURAL

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Di
arrhoea Remedy Never Known
to Fail.
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera end Diarrhoea Remedy since
it was first Introduced to the public in
1872, and have never found one in
stance where a cure was not speedily
effected by its use. I have been a commercial traveler for eighteen years,
and never start on a trip without this,
my faithful friend," says H. S. Nichols
of Oakland, Ind. Ter. For sale by all
dealers.
PRESERVATION

illuminating gas and coke, and
chloride of tine, a white powdery chemical which is used for this purpob by
dissolving in water. Creosote Is the
most effective because it is comparably insoluble in water and therefore
is not readily leached out of the
wood. Zinc chloride is even more
poisonous to the decay producing
fungi than creosote, but it is more
readily dissolved out of the wood and
hence is not so lasting. It is much
cheaper than creosote, however, and
Is much used where conditions are
not too unfavorable.
The United States forest service
gives much attention to the preservation of timber from decay. Information in regard to iL and advice as to
the apparatus necessary and methods
of conducting such work will gladly
be supplied on application to the district forester. MajeRtic building, Den-

COLLEGE. N. MEX.
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REPUBLICAN CHANCES

GpflD
YEAR

IN OKLAHOMANEXT

-

Guthrie, Okla., Aug. 10. Oklahomi
republicans are agreed among themselves that in twenty-fivyears they
probably never again would have a
better chance to gain control of the
state government than at the election
in 1910. And they are no less positive that having "gone under twice"
in past campaigns, they will come up
for the third time next year, and if
they should sink again their party will
be dead and drowned for alnost numberless years. Republicans, and even
some democrats, profess to see In the
ver.
present democratic administration, as
directed by Governor C. N. Haskell,
many intolerable conditions, especially
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
In the expenditure of public funds,
and in the methods employed in makWarranty Deeds.
ing those expenditures
Board of Trustees to Verenica MorThe counties are contracting heavy
rison, August 4, 1909, consideration Indebtedness in getting started under
$1, conveys land in San Miguel coun- .iiiiWrl wfitla ihi stntn ernveroment
ty.
Itself is spending millions of dollars
Manasseg A. Miller et ux to Fred for buildings, etc. The result to the
W. Browne, April 12, 1909, considera- individual taxpayer Is burdensome,
tion, $1. Conveys N. E.
of N. W. the per capita taxes being more than
of section 25, township 17, R. 79, twice what they were under the ter40 acres.
The
ritorial form of government.
Cornelius M. Hochsteter et ux to
Fred W. Browne, February 16, 1909,
consideration $1. Conveys E.
of
S. E.
of section 25, Twp. 17, T
19, 80 acres.
Daniel M. Hochstetter et ux to
Fred W. Browne, April 12, 1909, consideration $1. Conveys N. EL
of
section 36, Twp. 17, R. 19. 160 acres.
Emma Upman et als to H.. W. Hey-maCteeavscs
System
July 22, 1909, consideration $10.
EJJecluaVXy,
Conveys lots 27 and 28, blk. 40, Hill
Hcadaahcs
colds
Site Town company.
and
Dispels
Joseph C. Lacey ef ux to Morse
du3o
Leseney, August 4, 1909, consideration
AcXs
acXsrxty as
$1. Conveys lots 21 and 22, blk 36,
Las Vegas Townslte company.
Emitena Duran de Nieto et al. to Del-fn- a Besl
jor MeT)Vctvexv ax&.Cti3t
Duran de Seguia, April 27, 1909,
consideration $1. Conveys property in ttm iybutt axva
precinct 6.
Ws bfetxeJxcxoA eJJecXs,
To
Chas. Ilfeld company to James A.
always buy 6 G&wxvcvev
Wilson, July 17, 1909, consideration
manufactured by the
$1. Conveys land In Pet. 11.
Sheep Contracts.
Stern and Nahm to Andres Baca,
October 31, 1908, on 803 sheep.
Stern and Nahm to Andres Baca, SOLD BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS
October 31, 1908, on 19 sheep.
one Size Only, regular price 50 per bottle.
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Syrup

Co.

average Ja payer is Impressed more
by the aaiount of money he is compelled t& pay In taxes than he is by
the probable need of the things for
which the taxes are levied and has
growr impatient and dissatisfied.

twss a Glorious Victory.
There's rejoicing In Fedora, Tenn. A
man'i life has been saved, and now Dr.
King's New Discovery is the talk of
'he town for curing C. V. Pepper of
"I could
deady lung hemorrhages.
not work nor get about," he writes,
"and the doctor did me no good, but,
after using Dr. King's New Discovery
three weeks, I feel like a new man,
and can do good work again." For
weak, sore or diseased lungs, coughs
and colds, hemorrhages, hay fever, la
grippe, asthma or any bronchial affection it stands unrivaled. Price b0o
and $1.00. Trial boitle free. Sold and
guaranteed by all druggists.
The trouble Is that when a man trlee- to forget a woman the won't let him.
Disagreeable at Home
Lots of men and women who are
agreeable with others, get "cranky" at
home. Its not disposition, Its the liver.
If you find in yourself that you feel
cross around the house, little things
worry you, lust bur a bottle of Bal
lard's Heibine and put your liver la
shape. You and everybody around yon
win reel better for it Price 60 cents
per bottle. Bold by Center Block De
pot Drug Co.
Many a man is the moving picture.
of an unpaid tailor bill.

Granulated Sore Eyes Cured.
"For twenty years I suffered from a
bad case of granulated sore eyes, says
Martin Boyd of Henrietta, Ky. "In
February, 1903, a gentleman asked me
to try Chamberlain's Salve. I bought
s
one box and used about
of
it and my eyes have not given me any
trouble since." This salve is for sale
by all dealers.
two-third-

Love is blind, and
lessly so.

self-lov-

is

hope-

Subneribe

ISutterick

Patterns

e

People with chronic bronchitis, asthma and lung trouble, will find great-relie- f
and comfort in Foley's Honey
and Tar, and can avoid suffering by
commencing to take it at once. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

Agents
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AUGUST CLEARANCE SALE OF

Children's Oxfords
We find we have too many Children's Oxfords for so near the close of the Season, and, have
determined to reduce the stock regardless of price. The line consists of several numbers of the
best Summer Styles, all new goods, and are neat comfortable and dressy. Remember, there is at
least two months yet, during which Oxfords will be worn. This fact makes the quoted prices
especially attractive.

The line includes the following leathers

Red,

Black Kid,

Tan,

Patent Leather

OF

WOOD IMPORTANT

in plain Oxfords and ankle strape Oxfords, worth regular $1.50, $1.65, $1.85 and' $2.00 pair.
Denver, Colo., Aug. 10.

One of the

most useful discoveries to the wood-usin- g
public is the methods which
have been developed for preventing
the decay of wood. Most of these
methods depend upon the fact that
the
.organisms can be
poisoned the same as any. other forms
of plant or animal life. Poisonous substances in a liquid form are injected
into the wood, and so long as these
remain, the decay cannot act.
Wood preservation is especially important in Colorado, because or the
rapid decay of most of the native
timbers of. this region when used in
contact with the ground. The use of
these timbers becomes more necessary
every year for telephone poles, railway ties, mine timbers, and many
other such uses which expose the
wood to decay. The. farmers of the
state also use vast quantities of timber for fence posts, and preservative
treatment of such posts would enable them to use native wood for this
purpose Instead of shipping in cedar
posts, which command a high price,
and become every year more difficult
to obtain.
Two substances are principally used
for the purpose of wood preservation,
namely, creosote oil, which is a product distilled from the coal tar which
Is produced in the process of making

YOUR CHOICE
while they last, for only

$1,00 Per Pair,

decay-producin- g

WW

To

lantern In and began drawing the
An explosion
followed
gasoline.
which completely destroyed the machine and box car. Strict rules are
to be drawn up to prevent disas
ters of a similar kind.
S. T. Park, who was formerly mas
ter mechanic for the Santa Fe at
San Bernardino, bnt who Is now superintendent of motive power for the
Chicago and Eastern Illinois railroad.
has Invented the "Ashton locomotive recording dynamometer."
The
test of the invention was made at
Danville, 111., In the presence of offi
cials from many of the neighboring
roads who were present and witnessed
the test, which was entirely satisfac
tory.
The Santa Fe will in all probability
abolish the call boy system of calling
their train and enginemcn. It is the
Intention to have every train and en
gine man, who has not Installed a tele
phone in his borne to do bo and when
that is done the men can be called up
over the telephone instead of sending
the call boy after them. This change
was suggested some time ago and after giving the plan a thorough looking over It was decided to adopt it.
me company intends to secure a
cheap rate for the men so that it will
not prove too much of an expense for
them. This new method will be a
more efficient and quicker plan for
calling the men.
Arthur E. Welby, who helped the
late General W. J. Palmer build the
Denver & Rio Grande railroad through
the Royal Gorge in Colorado, and who
was identified with the construction
of railroads in several parts of the
world, died Sunday afternoon at St.
Joseph's hospital in (Denver. Death
was caused by diabetes. As one of
the men originally identified with the
Rio Grande, Welby grew with that
system until he became recognized as
one of the foremost railroad builders
and managers in the country, and
his reputation was International. He
had been chosen to direct the con
struction of the new Denver, Laramie
& Northwestern, and was vice presi
dent of that road at the time of his
death.
The new freight rate tariff which
the railroads have made effective between Galveston and Texas City, Texas,
and Denver, and which increases the
rates from 15 to 20 per cent, must remain in operation until the interstate
commerce commission can hear the
question of alleged discrimination. In
the United States district court at
Denver yesterday, Federal Judge Robert E. Lewis refused to issue the temporary Injunction sought by George J.
Kindel against the Rock Island, Colo
rado & Southern and Santa Fe railroads. Kindel, in his petition, declar
ed the rates to be excessive and ille
gal also discriminatory against Denver and Colorado common points. He
alleged that the raise in rates made
by the railroads will cost the shippers
of Denver $100,000' per month while In
force, and he asked the court to en
join the carriers from enforcing the
rates until the situation could be outlined and exposed in a later hearing
for a permanent injunction.

'

OUR FALL STOCK
of Ladies', Men's and Children's Shoes is

now complete.
Styles are exceptionally
pretty and attractive this season.
ASK TO SEE THEM

SUEDENE
for cleaning and recoloring Suede Shoes.
Makes them look like new. Comes in two
shades of brown, black and grey.

PERBOX25Cts.

We are now ready to take your measure for your Fall Suit. Our
new samples are here and never have we had a larger or more attractive line.

YOUU

HEAR ABOUT TARIFF
WHEN

BUYING

FALL SUIT

H11SB4S0 WHO SIIDSES;

WFS

After supper Mr. Man lights a cigar
and sits down for a comfortable smok
His wife for a regard for husband and
the nea'ness of her borne, evenly divided, places an ash tray on the table
near him, and a cuspidor on the floor.
The man is comfortable and happy and
would get mad If any household disturbance caused him to leave his
chair, but he notices ashes on the end
of his cigar, and gets up, passes the
ash holder and cuspidor, and crosses
the room to drop the ashes on his
wife's pet fern. The wife has piled as
many as Den ash trays near the man,
and surrounded him with cuspidors, but
he Ignores all ofMhem to find his way
to the pet fern. The wife objects, and
has been known to put the pet fern in
another room to save it, but the man
passes the ash trays and cuspidors and
walks into the next room to flick off
the ash on bis cigar. The same man
will walk through six rooms, if need
be, and pass 375 burnt match holders
to drop his match beside the pet fern.
H does no good for the woman to ob- -

NEW MEXICO'S

TRY THIS FOR
YOUR COUCH

HEX

PET

Mix two ounces of glycerine with
a half ounce of Virgin Oil of Pine
compound pure and a half pint of
straight whiskey. Shake well, and
take in doses of a teaspoonful every

Largest Wliolesalc House

IXCOKPOItATKD 1900
cents a square yard. This,
the dealers say, is almost prohibitive, and means that the New England
WHOLESALE
tour hours. This mixture possesses
cotton mills which make this class of
the healing, healthful properties of
of
. Distributing Agents
print goods may, and doubtless will,
the Pines and will break a cold in 24
Deer
Jno.
en underwear. It doesn't Witter that increase their prices 25 or SO per
hours and cure any cough that h
IMPLEMENTS
neither garment may bare to wool In cent and will have so much business
curable. In having this formula put
McCormio
will
It
that
to
to
and
the
be
able
have
ig
they
it;
scarcely
supposed
np, be sure that your druggist uses
Peering
new tariff did things that Elves the take care of it The big Increase will
the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine comChampion
American producer the powr to run be felt In only a lesser degree on
MACHINERY
pound pure, prepared and guaranteed
things his own way. Mr. Consumer sheetings, pillow slips and kindred
Moline
only by the Leach Chemical Co.. CinStudebaker
may not buy Imported thinks, few materials.
cinnati. O.
WAGONS VEHICLES
What Protection Means.
ordinary persons do, but the! protecA msrican
"The new tariff," the manager of
tion the tariff has given the, AmeriEl wood
ject, or to invest all her pin money In
can Woolen Mills company and otber a Las Vegas store said this morning,
STOCK FENCE
more ash trays, burnt match holders
Integral parts of h great woolea "is damnable. It is not so much that
Genuine Gliddnn
and cuspidors, for the man will never
trust in this country will send up the It Increases the duties on things as
UAKH WIUE
see them on his way to the pet fern.
j
the fact that it provides protection
prices.
And so far as domestic history reIt will be an object lesson for Mr. that will make it possible for the
LAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA, N. M. ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
lates, this Is he only recognition the
Consumer. Instead of paying about American producer to charge just
man ever gives bis wife's plants. And
$20 or $25 for his suit be will put up what he desires to charge and hit the
he never does give recognition to the
be consumer do what he likes about It
$25 and $30. The Increase will
ash trays, cuspidors or burnt match
noted all along the line In these A lot of us have all our goods in
holders.
goods. Shoddies, the cheapest grades, store and no Immediate increase will
will be affected only as dealers desire. be felt But wait till next spring. We
use great quantities of imported stuff
It's all in their hands.
in summer gowns and men's shirts.
Cotton Prints to Be Higher
Mrs. Consumer, too, will have her There'll be a large increase there."
additional burdens to bear. Some of
Small1 Increase In Gloves
the large dealers have their fall stocks
The new tariff will not materially
on hand In the warehouses; indeed, affect the prices of gloves and hosiery.
most of them have, but there is al- Such a howl went up all over the land
ways the chance that one will In- over the proposed rates that only a
(Kansas City Journal)
postage brings them to Olathe. There-tor- e
crease his prices, using the new slight increase was made. Possibly
The long spiked-hee- l
boots
he sends them direct to the faccowboy
an
tariff as
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
excuse, and that means the
glove, the cheapest, may of the western
the tory where he knows he will get u
have
to
gone
plains
that others are likely to take ad- be increased to seventy-fiv- e
or eighty discard. In their
"
s
Mall Orders Promptly Filled,
place have come
,
job."
vantage of It. Some, of course, may, cents by some dealers, but not by boots with broad
The
heels.
one
the
whole
side
of
military
Decorating
"
and say they will, keep their prices many.
change in fashion is not due to some factory are a thousand or more shoe
where they are until spring. By that
"But the first rap," the store mancrazy notion of a fashion devisor in lasts of all shapes. "Those are for
time all the new purchases abroad ager said, "will come in winter suits. London or Paris.
The western cowboys cowboys with crippled feet," said Mr.
will be paying the new duties. The It doesn't matter that the new tariff
are responsible for it
themselves,
Hyer. "When we get hold of a cripchief increase for Mrs. Consumer will doesn't affect these goods. It gives
In days of old a boot with a three pled fpot we make a last for it, then
he In cotton prints, the goods from the protection which enables the or four-Incspiked heel was just as mark for whom it is made, and save
which summer gowns and men's American wholesalers to put up the
essential to the welfare and comfort it for future orders from that particuincorporated)
ehlrta are made. The new tariff sends price. This course was agreed upon of a cow
as was a
Some of these lasts have
lar
puncher
"f
cowboy.''
this class of stuff away up, about long ago in Chicago, where the At
that time cowboys lived In the sad- most unusual shapes.
double what iwas under the Dingley clothiers met and discussed the tariff dle. As a
WHOLESALE
rule they rode wild bronchos.
Mr. Hyer is not disturbed over he
law. Cotton prints
that formerly and Its possibilities."
and Dealara In
It took a long heel to make them se- threatened disappearance of the cowone-half
seventeen
cents a
cost
and
Some importations now In the cus- cure in
the stirrups.
from the western ranges. "The
boy
WOOL,
yard with a duty of seven cents a toms house will have to be sold at
A short heel would let a man's foot cattle business has undergone many
square yard, will have to be sold at higher prices, but there are not many
when
that changes," said he. "and the cowboys
slip through the stirrup and
figures to cover a duty of eleven and such shipments in storage.
Houaaa at
happened the man was usually drag- have changed their mode of living and
ged to death by his broncho. Life In style of boots, but there are Just as
Lam
Eaat
Yoga, N.M.. Albuquerque, Mm M., Tuoumomrl,
the saddle was about the only life many cowboys today as there' ever
N.
N. M., Logan, M. M Trinidad, Colorado
M.,
-Pooom,
there was around a cattle ranch. Wild were. They are now fixing fences and
cattle always charged on a man on looking after corrals instead of round
foot. A bunch of cattle would pay no ing up cattle. The day of the cowboy
BAIN WAGONS, tho Bast Farm Wagon mado
attention to a man on a broncho, but is not over by any means."
RACINE-SATTLE- Y
the moment he stepped out of the sadCO., Vehicles
dle they would either go for him or
Deafness Cannot be Cured.
NAVAJO BLANKETS
stampede.
by local applications, as they cannot
Uncle Sam will hold examinations department. The examination will be
But times have changed and with reach the diseased portion of the ear.
in Las Vegas this month for a long held August 25, and the salary will be them the style of cowboy boots. Most There is only one way to cure deaf
list of positions in various government $1800 per year. A job for men who of the big western ranches have been ness, end that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
departments. The ladies will have a have not had the advantages of an cut up and fenced. The cattle have inflamed condition of the mucous lin
chance to secure a good government education is offered as oiler at the been tamed. A cowboy spends almost ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
job by taking the examinations. Full United States military academy at as much time on foot around the cor- th's tube la Inflamed you have
more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs,
2,ooo lbs.,
details and all necessary application West Point. The salary' will be $720 rals or fixing fences as he spend3 In rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing,
Deafa,ooo lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100
and when It la entirely closed,
i.ooo lbs.,
papers can be secured by applying to per year. Examination will be held in the saddle. Therefore a new heel had ness is the result,
and unless the In
to
200
lbs.,
1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibs
the civil service examiner at the lo- Las Vegas August 26 and there will to be adopted; one that would protect flammation can be taken out and this
to
200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100
50 lbs.,
cal postofflce.
be no educational test
Experience him in the saddle and make walking tube restored to Its normal condi
for
Less
On August 24 and 25 an examina- and physical ability will be the only easy. He found'1 the combination in tion, hearing will be destroyed
100 lbs.
50 lbs., each delivery, 50c
ever; nine cases out of ten are caustion will be held for the position of testa.
the two-Inc- h
military heel. All boots ed
is
but
which
by Catarrh,
nothing
are made that way now.
assistant at the naval observatory.
an inflamed condition of the mucous
The salary will be $1,000 a year, and FOREST RANGERS TO
Heel
surfaces.
Industry
High
and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Harvesters, Storers
Most of the cowboy boots of the
only males are eligible. A better job
HAVE SCHOOL AT FLAGSTAFF
Is offered to either males or females
western range are made In Olathe, for any case of deafness (caused by purity and lasting- qualities of which have made Las Veg-athat cannot be cured by
e
Office: 701 Doug-la1n the position of translator at the
avenue.
years ago C. H. catarrh)
A school for the Instruction, of for- Kan. Thirty-threHall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir famous.
deaf
state
The examination for
the
for
was
cobbler
a
patent office.
free.
Hyer
culars,
1
F. J. Cheney & Co. Toledo, Ohio.
this Job will he held August 25, and est rangers will begin: September
and dumb school at 'that place. He
Sold by druggists, 75c.
the salary is $1800 per year. The ap- on the Coconino national forest near opened up a shoe repair shop on the
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
side. A Colorado cowboy came back
plicant will he examined in French, Flagstaff, Arizona.
pation.
wnich
at
of
the
into
Each
districts
folks
his
with
six
winter
the
Dutch,
to spend
German, Spanish, Italian,
Swedish, Norwegian, Russian and Por- the forest service in the west is Olathe. While there he had Mr. Hyer
When a lazy man does finally get
tuguese. Any young girl past twenty divided has provided for the instruc- the cobbler make him a pair of cow- started how he does work for a few
years of age, who Is able to speak tion of rangers, but the school to be boy, boots.
minutes!
When the "cowboy returned to Colo
merely those few languages fluently, established by the Albuquerque office
WHOLESALE GROCERS
can have $150- per month of Uncle is unique, in that it is to be located rado his new boots made a hit with
Will Interest Mothers.
This
Sam's money for a period of some In the forest itself..
the other cowboys on the ranch and
Seeds and Seeder
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
The schools In other districts are they sent in orders. From that one
years.
feverish-ness- ,
relief
for
certain
a
children,
some
Here Is a job exclusively for the held in
university, . and many pair of boots Mr. Hyer has developed
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
headache, bad stomach, teething
ladies, and no males need apply. It of the courses will be given by uni- an Industry that employes more than
kinds of Native Products.
All
consists of acting as scientific assist- versity Instructors who conduct isuch sixty shoemakers and turns out more disorders, move and regulate the bowGrain
Sacks, Hay Presses.
ant for testing eeed in the department work as does not require familiarity than 1,000 pairs of cowboy boots a els and destroy worms. They break
of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
Wholesalers
so
24
hours.
In month. Some of the big shoe fac up colds in
of agriculture. The salary is $840 and with technical forest matters.
They are
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.
the examination will be held August the school on the Coconino, Instruc- tories of the east have tried to imi pleasant to the taste and harmless as
0
25 and 26. The examination will be tion will be given by officers of the tate the Olathe cowboy boots and have milk. Children like them. Over
testimonials of cures. They never
even gone so far as to advertise them
Headquarters In the Territory for
easy, and will consist of English com- forest service.
While courses in theoretical for- as such. But they have not been ablj fail. Sold hy all druggists, 25c. Ask
position and report writing, arithmetic
nd general school knowledge. The estry are given careful attention, the to fool the cowboy.
today. Don't accept any substitute.
Mr.' Hyer has customers all over the
applicant must be past twenty years greatest stress is put upon instrucof age.
tion along practical lines, such as sur- cattle country. Some of his boots evGRICULTEJRAL iMPLEMEHTS
It's the high flyer who realises that
An assistant inspector of electric veying, estimating timber, mapping, en go to Canada and Mexico. His trai'e riches take unto themselves wings.
consists almost entirely of individual
light plants is wanted by the treasury etc.
PILES! PILES) PILES1
orders. All shipments are made hy
mail. It costs about 60 cents to mail
FULL LIKE OF E'EXICAN MICLE
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment wll'
a pair of boots. He paid Uncle Sam a sure Blind, Bleedng and Itching Piles.
postage bill of nearly $7,500 last year. it absorbs the tumors, allays Itching
The cowboy boot shop Is a wonder. at once, acts as a
poultice, gives
All work Is done by hand. Sixty shoe Instant relief. Williams' Indian Pile
makers, nearly all old men, u?a
- Ointment is prepared tor Piles and
away constantly. The huenift.!-itching of the private parts. Sold by
er's trade is dying out in America, to
druggists, mail 50c and $1.00,
HA
the firm sends to Europe for, its new
Mfg Co., Props., "levelaad,
n
men. It advances the money for their
O. Kor sale by Center B.ock
Drug
bacli
ab
it
them
and
lets
they
pay
trip
A HOUSE? A LOT? AHORSE?
Co.
.
cab.
BUSIAN AUTOMOBILE?
Boots By Mall for Repair
Stretchfng the truth won't make It
"Here Is something unusual,' said
NESS? A MUSICAL INSTRUlast
any longer.
Mr. Hyer the other day, picking up a
MENT? You will serve your own
considershown
pair of boots that had
Baby Morphine Fiends
interest by consulting
able wear. "Those boot3 belong to a
are
made
by all soothing syrups and
100
cowboy in Montana. He lives
baby medicines that contain opium
miles from a railroad. He has mailed nd naroctics. McGee
Baby Elvxir
them to us to put new heels on. Such contains no injurious w narootls drugs
mil'1
Bli
ii'f
Now he is of acy kind. A sure and safe cure
things frequently occur.
disordered stomachs, bowels end
100 miles from a shoemaker. The only for
fretfulness splendid for teething Into
the
way he could get those shoes
fants. Sold by Center Block Depot
nearest shop was by mail. The name Drug Co,
,
Unless be wears last year's duds,
Mr. Consumer will get
bard rap In
the ixelbook this (all then he goes
to buy a new suit. The limp will be
felt, too. In winter eulU Vad In wool-

one-fourt- h

j
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WESTERN COWBOYS

$$$$$$

DISCARD

THE SPIKED

HEEL BOOTS

Wholetsalerw of"
General MerchandiHe

first-clas-

GROSS, tlELLY

h

and CO.
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MERCHANTS

HIDES

CHANCE

and PELTS
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:

OFFERED

BY UNCLE SAM

Retail Prices:

or
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than
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lbs.

per

PURA COMPANY

'

a

s

Browne & Hanzanares

Co.

-

10,-00-

Pygy

SOP

Arc You Thinking
of Buying
.A

,

psg-cin- s;

Wll-lams- '

Bar
Opera
HotiiisigBut

Pz!:zi'G Brzzsrjht

Optic Want Ads
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Che guihj (Dpttc
ESTABUSHE

States innate, 40,02. Our slater
ritory, Arizona,

' was

credited

You Need Our Tan Oxfords

Tear by Carrier
Month by Carrier..';.;,
Par Week Vy Carrier

,.
Just the thing for hot weather

One Tear.
Ix Montlu

at

JO seizure of existing political conditions
in order to call upon the west to make
'
a due assertion of Its power. It shows
12.00
that the Minnesota governor is alive
00

j

to the signs of the times. He has
marked the growing resentment of
NEW MEXICO BY COMPARISON
ADDITIONAL LOCAL NEWS
j great western states at their, surbordl-- I
In national law making, es--j
The census bureau has just Issued nation
Farmers coming into the ciiy from
peclally tariffs, to the interests of a
bulletin 98 containing an enumeration selfish
Mora and vicinity report that they
oligarchy of eastern senators.
of the supervisors' districts and the He has seen the two republican Bena-- have had two light frosts out 'her?
no damage resulted firm
population of each as it etood in 1900. tors from his own state In open revolt recently but
either?
The most cursory glance through he against the
management
pages reveals facts that are of more of their party, in respect to tariff
Rafael R. Marquez, an aged mm re
and has noted the Increasthan passing Interest to the citizens of legislation,
the Creston west of the c;iy.
sldingion
breakof
a
ing symptoms
republican
New Mexico when one remembers that up In the whole middle west and died Sunday morning of old ago. the
one of the principal arguments against northwest. If there Is to be a new deceased being 80 years of age. The
statehood for this territory was that party alignment, by which the west funeral took place this afternoon from
we did not have a heavy enough popu- and the south should join hands the West side Catholic church.
lation to warrant giving us two rep against the east. Gov. Johnson is in
Berblto Ortiz, aged 84 years xt age,
resentatives in the United States sen a fine position to assume Its leader
a
native residing in the upper town
ate.
ship. But whatever the future has In
Ordinarily we are somewhat averse store for him, there can be no doubt died very suddenly yesterday afterto the plan of quoting figures in our that he has uttered the thoughts noon, probably of old age. The reeditorial columns for the reason that of many hearts. Everything that has mains will be Interred In the cemetery
they are usually pretty dull reading. occurred In the special session of in upper Las Vegas tomorrow.
In the present case, however, they congress has shown how ripe the west
Don't forget that Col. Buffalo Jones
will throw floods of light on the pos- la for revolt.
From that section
sible and even probable future of this came most of9 the republicans who re- will lecture at tha Duncan opera
territory. When the last census was fused to bow the knee longer to the house on Friday on "A Life. Time
taken, New Mexico, with one super-- Baal of protection. It was an Illinois With Wild Animals." Something In
visor's district, was credited with republican congressmen, Mr. Mann, structive, something new. Prices 15c,
195,310
inhabitants. Montana with who showed how the popular demand 25c and 35c. Ask for reserved seats'.
two districts, had 243,329 people. Nev- for free wood
pulp and cheaper printada, 42,335; Idaho. 161.772; Oregon ing paper had been defeated by the
The Masons of Tucumcari are pre
(1905), 464,538; South Dakota, (1905), power of a single senator Hale of
paring to institute a new chapter of
455,188; Utah, 276,749;
Wyoming Maine. And the sharpest exposures the local lodge. C. D. Boucher, ot
(1905), 101,816; Washington, 518,103; of the frauds and villanles In the Las Vegas,
grand high priest of the
North Dakota (1905), 439,678; Colo- tariff have been made
by western sen- Royal Arch Masons of the territory
rado 539,700; Delaware 184,735; Flori- ators. The whole situation Is one to will go there about
August 16th to
da, 528,542; Maine, 694,466; "Connecti- give serious disquiet to President put on the work.
cut, 908,420; and Rhode Island (1905), Taft It portends disaster to his
the etate that fit present has the pre- party in next
Edward McWenle who drove In Sun
year's elections, unless
ponderance of Influence In the United the needed steps are taken to allay day from the Rio de la Casa reports
I

hide-boun-

'

1

t.y.f

glaiaULWBIlJM
ii...jimi
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that heavy rains fell

-

It

"

Douglas Avenue.

Those steps
the growing discontent.
are obvious. It must be made plain
that the administration proposes to
keep up the fight on tariff injustices,
and, by means of the tariff commis
sion and in other ways, to get them
stricken from the law. New York
Evening Post

f

Take advantage of our, .1909 CASH DISCOUNT offer.'
saves you ten PER CENT on yourt purchase.

Common Sense Shoe Store
C14

. v

Pickard's China, Hawkes Cut Glass!etc.

"Hedgcock's

j

I

1

if.

Gorham Silver

.

R.
B. Las

the Seattle exposition was a strategic

.66

.:,!.
,

OF THE TIMES.

Gov. John A. Johnson's speech

$7.00

If anticipating: buying: a gift of Silver, Cut Gla.W China or
Jewelry, remember we carry only the BEST.

Per Cent Reduction,

15

OOIMl-Cl-

"f
Per

A. Reminder

and You can afford to buy them

'.

SIGNS

AUGUST 10, 19C3
ff--

It Ib an pstablished fact that the
PUBLISHED BY
center
population has been slowly
The Optic Publishing Company shifting westward, and that during the
last ten years more people have come
(lBOOBPORATU
west of the Mississippi river and settled than during any other like period
M. PADGETT....
EDITOR
in the history of the country. New
Mexico Is potting; her full ..phare of
these and .ft Is confidently expected
that next year'a figures are well up toEntered t tn Potorae
t Cut ward theIn 4o0,000 mark. To those who
believe
the future of the southwest
L
N
VegM.
M, AS
this should be encouraging.
Blatter.
RATE8 OF SUBSCRIPTION

TUESDAY,

ter-

with

122.931.

1871.

VEOAS OAILY CPTIC,

J.

TAUPERT,

Vegas,

ST.

M.

Jeweler and Optician.
-:-

600 rouglaa Avenue.

-

that vicinity
out and that. 'he
In

all the time he was
day the party of which he was a mem
ber went out they were drencUa. McWenle doesn't say anything abou; the
fish he caught, though.

It Is a question among many resid
ents of the West side if the town dads
over there are going to light up the
town again. Several lights have been
cut out and It is quite not'.'eable at
nlcht, especially where the loss of
lights has made some portion of the
'
city very dark.
The following composed an outing
party which left Las Vegas Satur
day night, returning Sunday afternoon
and made the ascent of Hermit's peak
in two hours and a half: Juan B.
Guerin, Ignacio Rimbert, Ignacio Romero, Eustaclo Montoya, Albino Jacob-son- ,
Menar Baca, Antonio Gallegos,
o
Jubenclo Lucero, Ricardo Garcia,
Romero, Enrique Sena, Jr., Luis
Gomel and Emlllano Garcia.
Oli-gari-

MARKET

heifers $2.J07.25; stackers' feed(s'$3.00(g;5.25; bulls $3.00
St Louis Wool.
4.00; calves $4.007.00; western steers
St. Louis, Aug. 10. Wool steady, ter- $4.006.2f; western cows $2.73'4.50.
ritory western mediums 2328; fine
Hogs 5v00 seady, bulk sales $7.50
mediums 2224; fine 1319.
7.75;
heavy $7.707.80;
packers'
butchers $7.757.80; light $7.407.70;
Chicago Provisions
pigs $6.50 7.25.
Chicago, Aug. 10. Wheat Sept. 9J
Sheep 6000 steady, muttons, $4.00
corn Sept. 63
Dec. 95l-8- ;
5.00; lambs $5.507.40; range ewes
Dec. $3.505.00; range wethers $3.004.75.
oats Sept. 36
Dec. 54
36
Pork Sept. 2045; Oct. 1890;
FORMER LAS VEGAS MAN
October 1112
lard Sept, 1117
Oct. 1057
ribs Sept. 1087
IS KILLED BY ACCIDENT
New Yrk Stock.
New York, Aug. 10. Copper

tive

A man giving the name of A. P.
Willis, was taken into custody by Offi

cer Charles Kelly last evening for being intoxicated and a nuisance about
the streets. On appearing before Judge
Murray this morning. WfTTls stated,
that he had $60.00 on his person yesterday afternoon but of this only $1.02
remained this morning. Willis feels
that he got into a dive about the cily
somewhere and was given a llttla of
the "black bottle" and later relieved
of his cash, as be does not remember
haying spent very much money before
the intoxicant began to work on him.
It Is possible that some slippery finat some saloon knew
gered hanger-othat Willis had the money and took
foul means to get it away from him.
Incidentally he received eight days on
n

the ttreets.

cowsyf

Eloy Gonzales, who went by the
firm name of
George James, a former resid
425
ent of Las Vegas, who ran a restaur-

standard spot 12751285; lead
432; bar silver 50
prime paper 4
4
call money easy 2l-2- ; Mexican
Atdollars 44. Amalgamated 86
N. Y. Cent. 139
chison 1739
Sou. Pac. 134
Union Pacific 204
steel 77
steel, prfd.l26
7--

3--

7--

7--

5--

I

na-

5.15; sbutfern tcows $2.C04.00;

REPORTS.

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Aug. 10. Cattle 6000 weak,
beeves $4.407.55; Texas steers $4.40
5.60; western steers $4.006.00;
stokers' feeders $3.005.15; cows, hei-

fers $2.306.30; calves $5.508.00.
Hogs 12,000 best steady, others weak
light $7.508,05; mixed $7.308.05;
heavy $7.208.05; rough $7.207.40;
good choice heavy $7.408.05; pigs
$7.008.00; bulk sales $7.507.90.
Sheep 18,000 steady, native $3.00
5.10; western $3.005.75; yearlings
$4.755.75; lambs native $4.507.80;
western $4.507.75.

ant on Bridge Street, was mistaken
for a "Peeping Tom" a few days ago
in Denver and shot and mortally
wounded, expiring the following day.
At the time he received the fatal
wound, James was walknng through an
alley In the rear of a hotel, on his way
to work, being employed as a waiter
In a Denver restaurant. A few minutes before he entered the alley, a
waitress in the hotel, had complained
to the manager that a man was in tha
alley peeping into her room, and the
manager grabbing a gun, rushed into
the alley. The guilty party had fled,
but James. ttffe Innocent victim, bad
just entered the alley. Mistaking him:
for the "Peeping Tom" the hotel manager shot him. He was taken to a
hospital, but died the following day.

Mrs. A. R. Armijo and children, of
Albuquerque, arrived here yesterday,
Kansas City Live Stock.
en route for Los Alamos, N. M., near
Kansas City, Aug. 12,000; including Las Vegas, where they will be th9
3000 southerns, steady; native steers guests of Mrs. Peter W. Frank for a
couple of week?
$4.507.50; southern steers $3.50
'
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tbings You'll Heed .Tot travel, fyotdand Vacation Wear JJre

fyere

In

Unequalled Assortments.

III

The fortunate ones who journey from home during
weather are now planning the things to be
taken with them and the things to take them in. You'll find this store wonderfully helpful in such cases. Here
are complete stocks of trunks, bags, toilet articles, wearing apparel, etc., that are so essential when one is
the-war-

jb(

If

away.
We plan carefully to serve the needs of vacationists

and these goods meet all their requirements. Sunshine and seashore meadow and mountain breezes and boats the toot of the train all alluringly invite one
to throw off
the cares of every day life and "go away." There's more to travel, though, than taking of the ticket
v.
and our store is now full of suggestions that will enhance the comfort and pleasure of your trip.
These Offerings are Hints of How Well We Can Serve You and at Wtaat Moderate Cost.
Women's, Rain Coats

Sturdy Trunks and Bags
for which the most ardent baggage smasher
has no terrors. Experienced travelers come
There!s a reason.
here for their luggage.
of
our
extends
all the way
stuff
The goodness
through. If the vacation days will bring in
their train the need for trunk or bag the place
to get them is here, the time now. ;
Trunks of all kinds and all sizes, strongly

kind at

20 per cent, off

Toilet Articles

Women's Linen Suits

is not complete
The pleasant refreshing accessories withwithout a Rain Coat, we show a large assort- out which the kit would be incomplete are
ment in all the new fabrics from which these here together with combs, brushes and other
garments are made. Silk Coats, in blue, tan, needs. Toilet waters, talcum powders, dentri-friceand brown, Silk striped Coats all sizes, also
soaps, all ready for the traveler. It is
Cravenettes and Autg Coats. In order to clear not too early to begin laying by for the days

s,

quickly we have reduced these Coats to

when you catch the travel "ferrer.

Half Price

35c Eastman's Talcum Powder
25c Lyons Tooth Powder
50c Eastmans Perfume
5c Bar Soap, 3 Bars
10c Bar Soap, 3 Bars

Do not miss this if vyou want a

Rain Coat

20 per .cent, off
,

......

You know your Wardrob

made, doubly braced, heavy brass protected
corners, rivets go through and clinch, heavy
zinc covered bottom,;,, some strapped, three
trunks made
hinges, heavy locksr-bes- t

Suit Cases and Bags, all kinds

m

COME EARLY

"
.23c
19c
39c
12c
19c

There is no dress that takes the place of
the Linen Suit while traveling. Not expensive, easy to clean, comfortable, cool, and
stylish we have a number of these Dresses or

Suits we are going to close out at any price, for
instance, a lof of one piece Dress or Jumper,
blue or tan, some white and most of them
trimmed in buttons or braids, they are worth
$4.50 and $5.00.
1

ths

M

Your name or initials in black or gold (hand
''
u
'
work) free.
,

store or Quality
0! A
fii

i

id:

E. Las Vegas..

vJAJU

The Better Grades--

:

i;

nn

Special
to Close

Combs' and Brushes 10 Per Cent Off

the best

.

V

;

-

$6.50 to $7.50, at

$5.00
All Others

One-Thi-

rd

Off

n
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Trustworthy
methods during the
many years of our
dealings have proven
.the wisdom of trading with us. While
working for a business we have been
working for a reputation; we have gained it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfac- -'
tory deal we
gua-...-ran-

that.

WINTERS

lowed by his wife, who Is till tae
gueet of her daughter here.
C. M. Sutter registers from Albu

querque at the Eldorado hotel; S. D.
Polder from Benton Harbor, Mich.
Will Springer stole quietly into the
city this afternoon from bis few deys'
outing at the Harvey mountain resort.
W. A. Buddecke, of St. Louis, has
gone to Santa Fe and Albuquerque,
accompanied by Attorney W. G. Hay-do-

Ice Cream

In a Hurry

Only 5 Cents in Ice and 5
Minutes in Ttme R qyi'ed
to Make 100 Plates

...

Manuel Martinez, Judge of the prob
ate court, was in the city today attend-

ing the special session of the probate
court.
Henry Nenno and daughter, father
and sister of Mrs. William Shllllnglaw,
are visiting her and family from Bran
,

tee

'

DRUG CO.

don, Iowa.
Mrs. Florence Nutter is being en
tertained by Mrs. Charles utter in
Kansas City, en route from this city

A wonderful tee Cream Freezer
is being shown at our Store. It
makes Ice Cream on An instant's
notice. You no longer have to
buy Ice Cream at the store, but
you can turn it out at home cheaper and in less time than the most
expert Ice Cream maker in the
City can do it.
The little machine is simple in
construction and requires but 5
cents worth ot Ice to make a
hundred plates of Ice Cream in
five minutes.
The cost of the machine is
moderate in fact, so cheap that
the poorest family can afford.
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SURPLUS

OAPITAL PAID tH

O

.

M. CUNNINGHAM,
President '
FRANK SPRINGER, Vic President

J.

O.

r.

0
,0
0

T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
January, Awt.

cMr.

a:

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

-

0

0
0
0
to pnt a little every pay day in the savings bank, the sooner
0
a
and
reach
competency.
you'll
independence
0
THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
0
and will 0
will open an account with you with as little as f
pay per cent interest on your deposits. Why not open one
0
next pay day? Youll never be any younger and you cannot
:
be too young to start saving.
0
THE SOONER TOU START

o

to Gotham.
1.00
Llbrado Sena, of Las Vegas, has
4
been heard from at Longmont, Colo,
Is getting on In the world
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER where he
well.
tolerably
Misses Ella and Maggie Bernard
PERSONALS.
have returned to their home In this
after a pleasant sojourn of many
Rafael Romero visits the city again city
Only for sale at
O
OFFICE WITH
weeks on the Pacific coast.
from Mora.
a
who has been
ROSENTHAL
THE
J.
Maria
Da.aU.
Garduno,
Sa.r
Miguel
v B. Dowell Is here today from
counO
deputy sheriff at Gonzales, this
Glasses
size
for
full
3c
each
.Dallas, Texas.
Jelly
ty, the past four years, Is a business
E. E. Johnson has returned to his
visitor to town today from his sheep 60c dz. for Mason Fruit
'home across the mesa.
Jars, (pints)
ranch.
G. W, Chessman arrived in the city
Witherup, Johnson, Gray and Blanken-ship- ;
Mrs. L. S. Wilson, who has been a 80c dz. for Mason
BASEBALL SCORES
Denver.
from
Graham, Dineen, Ualley and
yesterday
Fruit Jars, (quarts)
resident of this city for about tnree
j. M. Seibere reached town yes vears. leaves for Raton tomorrow. 1.00 dz. for Maon
Crlger.
terday from Santa Rosa.
HOW THEY STAND.
she will make her home indefFruit Jars, (half gallon
Vtaentn Mares came to town from where
Western League
sale
on
initely.
at
'
R. H. E.
"Wagon Mound last evening.
Score
National
the
in
League.
R. R. Archer is
city repre
THE ROSENTHAL
H. Brown came to town last
100 000 0012 5 3!
Won.Lost.Pct.
Omaha
the
Morning
Albuquerque
senting
evening from Trinidad, Colo.
001 000 002 4 8 1
69 27 .719 Sioux City
Journal, accompanied by Mrs. Archer. $2.75 For
Top Mat Pittsburg
L. N. McNeace Is in town again
66 31 .679
and
Freeman, Cha-bec- k
last
Cadman;
Keeley
Thev came in from Watrous
full
at
Chicago
size, only
tresses,
from his ranch near Levy station
.598
57
55
Shea.
and
New York
THE ROSENTHAL
T. S. Cooper, a commercial traveler evening.
R- - H. E.
48 49 .495
Score
LV S. Hawley is a guest at Hotel
Cincinnati
Kan
is around again from Wichita,
14 2
220
020
.454
44
Mat
1008
S7.50
Wichita
for
PhlladelDhia
g3
H. H. Ab $4.95
of La Pension from Denver;
C. Lulan. prosperous merchant
2
000 000 130 4
54
40
.426
full
IT.
Pueblo
A,
size,
Louis
tresses,
Colo.;
Monte
St
Vista,
bott from
Sabinosa, visits the city on business
and
.371
Swift
36
at
61
Atchison and Weaver;
only
Bacbv from Roanoke, Va.; Mrs. C. O.
Brooklyn
Mrs. Charley Clay and nephew
26 72 .265 Weigart
Ftoflton
from Albuquerque.
Clark
for Albuquerque this afternoon,
R. H. E.
Class
Score
of
W. J. McDonald, a brother-in-laW. B. Mauger, a wool buyer, arrived
11 5 7
111
Olx
Des
...700
Moines
American League.
from
him
is
John
Malcolm,
visiting
Last class for Children begins Thurs"here from Wagon Mound this after
Won.Lost.Pct. Lincoln ........100 000 000 1 7 3
Denver, in which city he has resided
day afternoon at 230.
noon.
Lewis.
Biersdorfer
and
.614
39
McManus;
62
Detroit
twenty-tw- o
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
years, being
Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Carpenter have for the past
Tuition for term of ten lessons
61 40 .604 Forester and Mason.
Philadelphia'
marble works.
returned home from their trip to Cal connected with
R. H. E.
Score
60 44 .577
'
Boston
'
Louis Schupp, '.raveling salesman COSTLY IMPROVEMENTS
ifornia.
005 120 OOx 8 7 0
52 50 .510 Denver
Cleveland
of
for
hardware
the
department
Attorney Frank Springer returned
000 0S0 0205 8 6
48 52 .480 Topeka
AT DUNCAN THEATER Chicago
last evening from a trip to Ute, Park, Charles Ilfeld company, left this after
and
.480
48
52
Adams
Thomason, Harris
Haas;
New York
noon for Springer and vicinity on a
Colfax county.
Dancing Class
44 55 .444 and Henry.
St.
Louk
M. V. Benson, a Denver insurance business trip In the Interest of the
30 73 .291
for Adults next Friday night at
Manager J. Scott Duncan, of the WTashlngton
agent, went to Albuquerque last night heavy ware.
Association
8:00.
American
Duncan
opera house, is having many
Max Nordhaus was at the depot this
from Trinidad.
Western
6.
League.
made
the
to
Toledo
Paul
St.
Paul
extensive
At
3;
St
Improvements
Tuition:
J. D. Quinn and Mrs. A. E., Qulnn afternoon to meet Miss Massie, sister
Won.LostPct
At Minneapolis Minneapolis 8;
.
Gentlemen
are guests at the Castaneda from of Dr. J. A. Massle of Santa Fe, who interior of the house this summer.
39 .598 Columbus 1. JT
Moines
Des
reno
The
been
has
,...58
thoroughly
if
place
comes over from the Ancient city to
Galveston, Texas.
58 40 .593
..
At Kansas City Kansas City 1 ;
Mrs. S. E. Russell, who had been visit at Trout Springs as the guest of vated, but the principal work being Sioux City
2 .567
55
Omaha
of
out
2.
carried
is
the
remodeling
Indianapolis
Ladies
visiting friends here, has returned to Mrs. Nordhaus.
51 59 .510
and a general overhauling of Wichita
Milwaukee
Milwaukee 5; Louis
At
scenery
Kansas.
H. P. Roseberry and family, of
Fort Scott,
.50
47
48
Denver
the etage equipment.
ville 0.
.. W. P; Poors, Jr., is here from HowRaton, N. M., and Bert Adams and
.489
,The work Is being done by C R. Topek
ard"; Kan., the guest rof' his uncle, Hen- family, left this mcrning for Gascon
payable half the 1st or 2nd leHsoa. The
40 59 .404
Black, of Cincinnati. Ohio, an expert Pueblo
Daiance the eth lesson, term
What Is Beat for Indigestion?
"from which place they will go to the
ry G. Coors, sr., and family.
33 65 .337
consists of ten lessons.
scenic artist, who comes to Mr. Dun- Lincoln
V.
J.
Veeder
and
Elmer
E.
Mr.
A.
Robinson
Onta
of
Attorney
Drumquln,
head waters of the Pecos on a fish' can
well
recomtneuded
unusually
rio, has been troubled for years with
Wemple drove out to the Buena Vista ing trip of several days.
Black has done scenic work in the
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
ranch at La Cueva yesterday.
indigestion, and recommends Chamber Supervisor of f'Suternational
Juan
J. Martinez and
Cavanaugh largest and most popular theatres in
Dancing.
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets as
J. S. Rohenkohl is at the New Op- road
Masters. Association."
for the county of San the United States, and is also the
supervisors
National
J.
If
ever
I
S.
League
used."
"the best medicine
tic from Kansas City, Kansas;
Miguel, are in under shelter today, th originator of the "Hell's Gate," built
troubled with indigestion or constipa
Boston at Pittsburg.
Halley from San Rafael, Cal.
Intense Colicky Pains Relieved.
and
rain
them
in
last
night
driving
recently at Fort Worth, Texas, at
S. O. Markham, father of Mrs. 3. D.
tion give them a trial. They are cer
Brooklyn at Chicago.
it Impossible to continue the cost of $13,500.
some years I suffered from in
"For
making
tain to prove beneficial. They are
New York at St Louis.
Anderson, has returned to his home work
done on the roads.
tense
in
and
to
being
take
effect,
season
easy
The
colicky
pleasant
pains which would coma
theatre
approaching
Cincinnati.
folIn Fort Scott, Kansas, soon to be
Philadelphia at
Price, 25 cents. Samples- free at all on at times and from which, I could
Rev. Samuel Blair, D. D., J superin will probably open on September 11th
dealers.
find no relief," says I. S. Mason, ot
tendent of the New Mexico English M. with the Boston . Opera company.
American League
Beaver
Dam,
"Chamberlaln'a
E. mission, who filled the pulpit of this Other attractions that have been book
Ky.
Chicago at Boston.
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy;
and
From
both
Miles
denomination
at
are
ed
morning
Louis
"Texas,"
at
"Fifty
St.
Washington.
HOUSE
DUNCAN
OPERA
very first item
was recomended to me by a mend.
evening services, Sunday, and attended Boston," "Girl Question," "Sunny Side
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Cleveland at New York.
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was entirely relieved. That was four
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cakes of Ivory Soap.
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Other
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the city water is bad and regain your
university.
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ing; another for the toi- party remaining here for he present world,
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WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU

Virginia Military Institute Has a
served Reputation a Second
to None Other.

in a hundred ways and, in ONE of Them at Least, TO-DA-

"In all the professions and vocations of life," says writer in the National Magazine, ' the men trained at
the Virginia Military Institute have
won for themselves, honorable distinction. The record of services rendered
by her sons in the civil, Spanish and
Philippine wars has establisnea me
inreputation of the Virginia Military
foundation.
an
enduring
stitute upon
"In the reeular army her graauates are found in numbers second only
to those of West Point The Marine
corps and the navy also claim a large
number of these
dlsciDllned younjf men. The Institute
has been officially recognized oy in
imperial rovernment of China, a num
ber of student cadets from the Flowery Kingdom having been sent to the
institute.
"At the commencement exercises in
June. 1908. the truest of honor. Ma.
Gen. J. Franklin Bell, chief of staff of
the United States army, addressing
the cadets referred to the school as
'an institution which of its kind is
second to none other in the world.'
"On the anniversary of the conflict
now known as New Market day at the
institute the names of the cadets who
fell in battle at that time are inserted
in the company rolls, and as they are
called by the sergeant a cadet of the
first class steps to the front, salutes
'Died on the field of
and reports:
honor, sir. Their names will ever live
in the memory of the institute and of
the commonwealth of Virginia.
"Five of the killed are buried in the
cadet cemetery on the Institute
grounds, and on New Market day the
battalion marches to this beautiful
and secluded spot and there fires
three volleys over the graves of the
young heroes.
"One cannot leave this little
without feelingss of deepest emo
tion a be contemplates the sacrifices
so gallantly made years ago by the
youthful soldiers of Virginia. A more
beautiful spot for a last resting place
was never seen than this in the quiet
and peaceful valley of the
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BOSS PHTEIT FLOUR
And You Will Always Have

THE

Whereas. Scarlet fever has er.lsted
the, town and city of Las Vegas for
ov6'- - a year past, resulting In tin loss
DO YOU KNOW
of fife; and.
The Optic is the medium from
Whereas, Several casts of such dis
Joe Reed, proprietor of the Lobby
which the general public may al-saloon at Tucumcari, was arrested a ease have developed in the publ'i
of our cfty during the part
few days ago on the charge of allow- sch.-olways hare their wants supplied.
Advertisers should remember
ing gambling in his resort, found year; and.
that letters directed to initials
Whereas, Said disease is stfll in
guilty before a Justice of the peace
only, are not delivered through
and fined $25 and costs, amounting to exiscence in this community; there
the postofflce. If initials are us- an fore be It
$40 in all. His attorney filed
ed they should be directed to
Resolved, That this board is in favappeal to the district court
the care of some person, firm,
Today at Santa Fe an important or of adofting such means as may be
postofflce box or this office.
meeting of the territorial board of necessary for thi complete eradicaClosing time for classified ad- water commissioners was held, with tion of si.ch disease. That thj city
vertisementa is 12 o'clock, noon,
every member present. Final dispo- physician be instructed by the proper
the day they are handed in.
sition was to be made of the
authorities of the city of Las Vegas
Want advertisements can be left
application for the waters to make a complete inspection of thn
at The Optic office, telephoned
of the Gila. The appeals of Lyman entire city, of Las Vegas to ascertain
to Main 2, or sent through the
K. McNett and of the Victoria Land the true condition with reference to
mails to The Dally Optic. Cash
and Cattle company were also to be said disease.
with ad required.
decided and the appeal of Sidney WilThat' th.? public schools
jt the city
Phone Main 2
cox vs. M. B. May, of Carrizozo was be not
opened unUl the city physician
heard.
shall ceivify to this board that the
Tucumcari now has a full fledged said disease has
been
national guard company. At a meet- eradicated, or. Is under
control withing held at the Quay county seat last out any danger of further
spread re- memMEN LEARN BARBER TRADE
week, a company with forty-twsult'ng therefrom.
O.
F. Elder was
Short time required;
graduate bers was organized.
That no pupils within the city, com
earn $12 to $30 week. Moler Bar elected captain, Albert Littleton, first ing from
any home where said disease
lieutenant, and Frank Donahue, sec- has existed, can enter sail schools unber college, Los Angeles.
ond lieutenant The company will til the said
city physician sha'l give
be formally mustered in at an early a
certificate that the said home has
date. It promises to be one of the
beei thorughly fumigated and disinUnhappy Lot of Chinese Doctors.
in
He
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room in strongest military organizations
patches health by contract Each
and the raid pupil
fected,
cannot
the territory.
from whom he receives a yearfamily
the said disease to others. That
private family with no children.
Game Warden Thomas Gable, who spread
ly stipend can command his services
no pupil ;rom the outside of said
Modern conveniences including bath,
city at will. Hence his interest is to keep
has returned to Santa Fe from Las
electric light and furnace heat Four
linu's sha!! be permitted to enter said down sickness among subscribers,
has
secured
of
the
the
pledge
blocks from postofflce. Inquire Op- Vegas,
city schools coming from any home especially since every day of Illness
Agua Pura company to put in fish
tic office.
to him not only loss of time,
runs at every one of Its seven dams in where said disease has existed, and means
but the deduction of a day's pay from
such
from
without
pupils
the
city his honorarium.
FOR RENTi Furnished front room, the Galllnas above Las Vegas, someto do thus hows as nave heretofore attended
have
thing
neglected
they
513
Comparatively secure is the lot of
Columbia
opposite Library,
far. Gable reports that an inspection said schools shall present to the the ordinary Chinese practitioners, for
ave.
of Trout Springs shows it to be an schtol authorities a similar certificate whom the utmost penalty for a misas above provided.
chance is loss of income, as compared
FOR RENT OR SALE On easy pay ideal location for a fish hatchery to
Tfcat In case thu present ordinances with that of the Imperial court physibe
established
the
except
by
Gal923
Ltory,
ments, one
house,
To this high functionary, who
that the suitable land above hieh In regard to epidemic diseases of tha cian.
linas.
the high officials also, Inabilattends
La&
of
city
are
not effective to
Vegas
water is too small in area to install
cure a patient is a matter of
to
ity
a hatchery for the' oronaeation
of lcarrJ out tne sense of this resolution. eraver moment. Thus in Novemner
Two larea airv
(vs
that th t,ty co,"cll be requested to last the deaths of the empress dow
ed rooms: seDarate or In suite. 1059 more than one kind of fish.
institute
normal
open pasi such ordinances as will accom ager and the young emperor resulted
Quay county's
Sixth street
In the degradation by two classes of
ed with the largest opening roll in Its pllsi that result.
five doctors, while the president of the
That
the
e
last
forty-fivwhen
and
assistMonday,
history
hospital and two assistants
ance
theof
teachers were present. The attendphysicians of the city and Imperial
were
altogether from fol
prohibited
town of Las (Vegas Is hereby retheir profession. Harper s
FOR SALE Gentle, family driving ance has been Increasing dally eince
lowing
and saddle horse, also two Seated and it Is thought that when all the quested.
Weekly.
Tfcat th city physician oe requestteachers begin to attend, the
buggy and harness. P4 'ce right P. O. county
third week in this month, that the ed to furnish to this board a list of
Smuggling Chinese.
P. O. Box 38.
attendance will exceed one hundred, all houses and families where contaAustralia is perturbed by the dis
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- as against sixty-thre- e
last year. The gious or infectious diseases, espec- coveries of Mr. Batcheior, the com
for external af
scription. Notary seals and recorii work is under the supervision and ially scarlet fever, are or have been monwealth minister
who has been inquiring .into the
fairs,
attention
P.
of
Prof.
E.
at the Optic office.
personal
present, during the past year and
There is
instructor of history at the also any cases that may occur in the illegal influx ofChinese.
organization in China with
wealthy
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op- University of North Dakota, assisted future.
agencies in all the principal Australian
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.
by Miss Sarah TJlmer. Students are
That when such list is obtained, a norts and with the connivance of
present from all sections of the coun- copy thereof be furnished the superin ships' officers the systematic smugellna-- of Chinese Into Australia has
ty, four members are from the new tendent of our schools with a
copy of been carried on for a long time.
county of Curry and one from Guada this resolution, with instruction to
The ships trading between Hong
see that same is strictly compiled
bet- lupe.
LOST Pair of gold spectacles,
and the Australian ports have
kong
W. P. Bullock, sewer expert of Kan- with.
ween Presbyterian church and residso cunningly supplied with false
been
Tlat a copy of this resolution ho bulkheads, walls and floors that hidence of Jefferson Raynolds. Finder sas City, who was employed by the
Tucumcari town council to make a certified to the
kindly deliver at First National or
city council ,rf Hi a insr room has been provided for 80
on a single voy
survey and estimate the cost of sew- city of Las
Plaza 'banks, or phone Main 288.
Vegas and to the town Chinese stowaways
cooks have been secretly
erage for that city, has completed his council ard board of
Ship
age.
education of the
paid to supply the stowaways with
LOST One memorandum book, leath report He shows that the eewer pro- town of Las Vegas, with the
request food.
is
Some
ject
feasible..
one
entirely
memorandum book,
er covered,
that they
herewith.
The trade Is very profitable, as Aus
cardboard flexible cover. Finder re changes have been made from the
Dated this 12tn day of July. A. D. tralia is only a few days' steaming
original plan, the most important 19"3- turn to to Optic and get reward.
from China and many thousands of
W. G. HAYDON.
thing being the outlet. Instead of vn&is
Mongolians are always ready to pay
President
tamme,
Good judgment is not so much emptying the sewerage into the lake
laige sums and run all sorts of risks
Clerk of Board of Education
east
It
of
town
will
to get to the land of gold.
be
two
conducted
do.
knowing what to do as what not to
miles north and emptied into the
In warm weather it doesn't do to be
Parjarito. The sewer mains will be
Jarred Queen Wilhelmlna.
Washington's Plague Spots.
all wrapped up in yourself.
in
the
Instead
Wilhelmlna has a good ear
placed
the
alleys
Queen
of
Lie in the low, marshy bottoms of'
and once when an amateur
and the outlet will be fifteen
for
streets,
music,
Cured Hay Fever and Summer Cold
the Potomac, the breeding ground of mcnes instead
musician was playing at the court
as
was
at
,of
twelve,
malaria germs. These germs cause
first Intended. The estimated cost Is A. S. Nusbaum, Batesville, Indiana, she nearly disgraced herself from the
chills, fever and ague, biliousness, $78,800.
writes: ".Last year I suffered for point of view of royal discipline. His
jaundice, lassitude, weakness and genthree months with a summer cold so playing was anything but brilliant
it so jarred on the young queen's
eral debility and bring suffering aid
distressing that it Interfered with my and
Intense Colicky Pains Relieved.
ear that she hastily jumped up and
death to thousands yearly. But Elec- business. I had many of the sympleft the room. Her courtiers remon'For some years I suffered from in toms of
'.
trie Bitters neveifall to destroy them
and a doctor's pre- strated with her. "I know 1 ought not
fever,
hay
. and cure malaria
troubles. "They are tense colicky pains which would come
scription did not reach my case, and to have done what I did," she said.
tonic and cure for on at times and from which I could I took several medicines
the best
which seem "I mean to be polite to my people, but
M.
R.
writes
used."
ever
I
And no relief," says I. S. Mason, of
malaria
harto
ed
to
cure
only
aggravate
S.
C
of
it
Fortunately I I cannot be polite sent wrong
James
Louellen,
They
Beaver Dam, KyJ "Chamberlain's
she
for
the
Later
monies."
poor
troublood
insisted
and
upon having Foley's Honey
stomach, liver, kidney
bles and will prevent typhoid. Try Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy ana Tar. It quickly cured me. Mv musician and begged his pardon, but
was
recomended
me
all
to
60c.
friend.
a
Guaranteed by
drugit was a question whether her condeby
them,
After taking a few doses of the remedy wife has since used Foley's Honey and scension as a queen was great enough
gists.
i was entirely relieved. That was four Tar. with the same success.' O. o. to offset the fact that this only seemed
ago and there has been no re- Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
to make a bad matter worse.
If you read it in The Optic it's so. years
turn of the symptoms since that time."
This remedy is for sale by all dealers.
The lazy man is not looking forx a
Spread of the Cigarette.
cure, but a sinecure.
Virginia cigarettes were introduced
A coat of whitewash won't make a
in 1875, and with the invention of maspotless reputation.
What Is Best for Indigestion?
chinery that can turn out 180,000 a day
became heap and popular.
A.
Mr.
Robinson
of
Drumquin, Onta cigarettes
The Laziest Ma In The World
The annual consumption of cigarettes
i
would not be contented to be kept la rio, has been troubled for years with in Great Britain now runs into bili
I
the house and doing nothing by rheum- indigestion, and recommends Chamber- lions, and of penny (two-cent-)
packets
atism. Neither are yon, who are al- lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets as alone (each containing five) the weekways busy and active. Then don't neg- "the best medicine I ever used." If ly output is 60,000,000.
lect the first twinge of an ache or troubled with indigestion or constipation give them a trial. They are cerpain that you might think is just
Customary.
"crick." Rub well with Ballard's Snow tain to prove beneficial. They are
"How did Binks celebrate his purLiniment and no matter what the easy to take and pleasant in effect
of a new auto?"
trouble Is, it will disappear at once. Price, 25 cents. Samples free at all chase
Yale
"Why, he had a big blow-out'Sold by Center Block Depot Drag Co. dealers.
Record.
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Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers
Lovers of horse racing will have the opportunity of a
lifetime at the

29th, Annual New Mexico Fair and
Resources Exposition in
Albuquerque, October

11

to 17.

$6500 is offered in purses, and the prospects are good for
the most imposing: array of big stake races ever pulled off in
the south-west.

,

As Albuquerque this year is on the Fair circuit with Pueblo, El Paso, Dallas, and Phoenix, she will have her pick of
to break the
the very fastest thoroughbreds in the South-wetrip from the Colorado Fairs, and the Texas towns and Arizona.
st

The running and harness program will be a little better
than anything ever previously seen on the Albuquerque track.
The latter has been improved and made the best track in
with an enlarged Grand Stand and other adthe
dition, which make Traction Park the ideal racing place of the
South-wes-

South-wes-

'

t,

t.

The stable room has been doubled and horse men will
have every convenience and accomodation.
Lovers of fast horses will miss something exciting if they
miss the Twenty-nmt- h
Fair,
i

W. G. TIGHT,
President.

JOHN B. McMANUS,
Secretary.
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Slimier Rates East

-

QJ7

I

Daily June 1st to Sept 30th, Inc. 1909.

Fare For tne Round Trip.

Pueblo, Colo.
Colorado Springs
Denver

$11.00
'

............

Kansas City, Mo
St. Louis .....
Chicago,

III.

.

v

-

$13.70
$16.60
$31.30

$40.30
$46.30

..

Final return limit October 31st 1909
For information regarding other points,
stops overs, Ect, please enquire at
ticket office.
R. W. HOYT,
Agent.
The fellow with red hair is apt
Hard luck seldom' follows the man
tell a girl he would dye for her.
who is addicted to hard work.
Cholera Infantum Cured.
"Something like two years ago my
baby, which was then about a year
old, was taken seriously ill with cholera infantum, vomiting and purging
profusely," writes J. F. Dempsey of
Dempsey, Ala. "I did what I could to
relieve her but did her no good, and
being very much alarmed about her
went for a physician but failed to find
one, so came back by Elder Bros. &
Carter's stored and Mr. Elder recommended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea remedy. I procured a
bottle of it, went home as quickly as
possible and gave the baby a dose of
the Temedy.' It relieved her in fifteen
minutes and soon cured "her entirely."
For sale by all dealers.

to

Take Notice.
are recommended to
take Foley's Kidney Remedy for backache, rheumatism and kidney and bladder trouble. It will quickly correct Ir
regularities, which. If neglected, may
develop into a serious illness. It will
restore health and strength. Do not
neglect signs of kidney or bladder
trouble and risk Brlghfs disease or
diabetes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
All persons

Call up Main 2 .when you have any
news. The Optic wants it
-

60 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

Wealth may not bring happiness, but
then, neither does poverty.
No matter how long you have
Foley's Kidney Remedy will help
you. Mrs. S. L. Bowen. of Wayne. W.
Va.. writes: "I was a sufferer from
kidney disease, so that at times I could
not get out of bed, and when I did, I
could not stand straight I took Foley's Kidney Remedy. One dollar bottle rnd part of tie second cured me
entirely." It will cure yon. O. ii.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
tut-fere- d,

Subscribe for The Optic and save
your eyes.

"
.
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Anyone tending (ketch snd description mm?
our opinion free whether en
Qnloklf ascertain
Invention u probably patentable. Comtnuntna
ttonsstrtctlr confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
Bent free. Oldest ssencr for securing patent.
Patents taken through Mann A Co. receive
Iptcuu notice, witnoui ennree, in tne

Hitrieasi

Scientific

bndomelT illast rated weeklf. I arrest dr.
enlation of any eclenufio journal. Tense, t3 m
four montua, fi. bold bj ait newedaJera.
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SEVEN

Las Vegas Undertaking Co.
to
C.

ABSOMITS

W. M. LEWIS CO.

Successor

XV.

PREVENTS BALDNESS.
Your money back for the mere asking if
Rexall "Qj" Hair Tonic does not make
the scalp clean and healthy, nonriih the
hair roots, cure dandruff, and stimulate a
new growth of hair. Put it to a test at
ourn.sk. Two sixes, 50c. and 1 .00.

LADY, Assistant

DENNIS, Mauager

1

Undertaking and Embalming
Picture Framing1 a Specialty Excellent Assortment of Moldings

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

THE LOBBY

Short Orders and Regular Dinners

OBTAINABLE

BEST GOODS

THE

"Stories first heard at J a mother's
knee," remarked the mor&llzer. "are
never forgotten.'
"Yes," replied the depifralizer, "and
it is the same with soma other things
received at a mother's kree." Chicago

PRINCESS

E. G. Murphey, The Rexall Store.

Jiy
4

Bt BEIT

M. SMNNE

(Copyright, by Dally Story Pab. Co.)

Weird, Indeed, are the tales of the
ancient Hindus and Persians. Nothing Is Improbable among people who
believe la magic carpets and flying
Wedderly They 6ay that a man and
horses, in terrific genii corked up In
his wife grow to look alike after they
bottles, and in men transformed into
(Contributed.)
have been married a Jew years. Now,
Last week in league and church cir- animals. Here is a veracious and very
my wife and I have Aeen married ten cles was quite a busy one, and the ancient tale from the Sanskrit which
does credit to its original narrator,
years. Do you think we look alike?
following Items of interest are chron- whoever he may have been.
both
indeed!
You
Singleton Yes,
icled:
Nihla-KetoThe great kin
lived
seem to have the sarpe sad expression.
At the league devotional service and ruled wisely in his beautiful city
(
News.
Chicago
which was the capital
Sunday night. W. G. Ogle, who attend- of Barty-PourI
ed the Epworth League institute, of his flourishing kingdom of Anga-DessYon must not ask any ques"We'll need somebody to announce which was held at Winfield, Kansas,
tions
about
the guests."
last week, gave a concise report of one cannot Inthese proper names, for
this day turn to books
"The butler can do that." said Maw the
proceedings, which were both in- of geography and history and put his
Nuritch.
j
teresting and Instructive. The entire finger upon the persons and places ot
"Aw, the butler ain't got no class to service,
ably led by Miss Cora Sundt, five or. six thousand years ago; and
him." declared Paw Nuritch. "I'll im- was
full of interest, being well at- this story Is one of the oldest
port a train announcer from one of the tended.
The king's premier, the gseat Lord
Chicago depots." Lciiisville Courlier
Dr. Blair preached two excellent Vahaca, was a man ot wonderful reJournal.
sermons Sunday, morning and even- sources, who was equal to every emergency in statecraft The queen and
ing, which were greatly appreciated her three
daughters were aa beautiMrs. Smith was showing a visitor a
Dr. Blair Is ful as Dahana, the Dawn. But for
by those in attendance.
new hat tree she bad recently puralways a welcome visitor in Las one thing, the king's happiness would
chased, when little Samuel came In Vegas, he always bringing a message have been complete.
Like Napoleon,
arid neglected to remove his hat. of
a century ago, hi lacked an heir; and
good cheer and help.
,
she
Thinking to teach him a
An important business meeting of just as Napoleon was led to divorce
the devoted Josephine for purely dysaid: "Samuel, what did I buy that hat the
league is announced for Tuesday nastic reasons.
waa
tree for?" "For 11.98," answered SamKing Nihla-Ketoatfull
and
at
the
a.
church,
evening
uel, promptly, "but you said I wasn't tendance of all members and inter- considering the matter of a separation
from the queen.
to tell anybody." Argonaut.
ested friends is requested, especially
The ladies of the palace were overby the president Be sure and get whelmed with sorrow and dread. Just
"Your speech on the tariff was a out
then another child waa born. It was
masterpiece," said the admiring friend.
The pext regular meeting of the a girl. In ber desperation, the tueea
"I'm glad you liked It," answered Queen Esther
to the great Lord Vah&ca
society is announced appealed
to save her; and this be undertook to
Senator Sorghum, "but I don't know for
of
home
at
the
Thursday evening
do at great risk to himself. He anwhether it will do me any real good Miss Almira
Hammond, on Eighth nounced to the king that at last a son
at home. The time Is past when a street. The entire evening will
be was born a son, the
very Image of
statesman can make literature take
given over to a social good time, and his sire, evidently favored of heaven,
adsubstantial
business
the place of
all members and friends of the so and giving every promise of a glorivantage with his constituents." Wash- ciety are urged to attend, a good time ous career. The king was mad with
ington Star.
delight; but according to the etiquette
being assured.
The finest, as well as the most in- of the time, he must not be permitted
to see the child until the twelfth day
An eminent lawyer was once cross- teresting of the stereoptlcon lectures after its birth. Then he must solemnmotha
clever
woman,
examining very
thus far given are promised for next ly greet It and bestow
upon It it
er of the plaintiff in a breach-of- mama-carmSunday evening's service at the name at a great
or
was
and
completely church, when "Our Filipino Cousin" christening feast
promise action,
worsted in the encounter of wits. At will be the
For 12 days be tumbled over in his
The
subject covered.
the close, however, he turned to the view8 will be of the
Philippines and mind .the Sanskrit roots, In a search
jury and exclaimed:
the people of our newly acquired ter for a combination which should be
'You saw, gentlemen, that even I
and this lecture should pre grand ofand inspiring, as becoming the
title
was but a child in her handB. What ritory,
bucV prince; and for 12
sent an opportunity for all to bedays the tf ler planned how he
must my client have been?"
come better educated and versed in
might carry on the' deception upon
By this adroit stroke of advocacy he whaft the
Filipino people are, and In which he had entered. The pahorlta.
success.
a
into
turned his failure
or royal astrologer, was appealed to,
what is being done in the islands.
London Mail.
Already everyone Is looking forward ana tor a consiaerauon, aouutless
to the annual Methodist picnic, which gave the king the horoscope ot the
TAUGHT WIFE A LESSON.
A major In a certain regiment has a
child. The stars, he declared, forbade
will be held the latter part of this
nama-carmot
tne
ine
lormanties
great contempt for incapacity of any month, at a
place to be selected by an and would prevent the king from see Nov York Bualneaa Man Shovm
kind and is somewhat impatient. A
which is already ing the baby. In fact he continued,
committee
able
Spouse What (600 Looks Like.
sergeant complained to him that he
on the project By all means the brilliant career of the prince was
working
no
man
to undertake the
could get
There is a broker's wife residing
lay your plans to take in this event, strictly conditional. The stars decreed within
duty of barber to the company.
pistol shot of the Majestic, who
to
was
not
see
son
the
his
that
king
which
always affords the maximum
learned a lesson in finance recently
"Is there no gardener in the com
until
the
should
be
and
latter
grown
amount of pleasure for the old, as well
married which would be about 16 which, she says, will last ber a while.
pany?" asked the major, testily. "See as for the
young.
saw a pretty rug downtown and
if you can find one and send him to
years later, according to Hindu cus She
tom. The king waa deeply disappoint- expressed a wish for its possession.
me."
ed, but was pacified by the promise "We don't need it for the moment"
Seared With a Hot Iron.
The man was .duly sent, but on re
of
life and health and honor for the she told her husband, "but I am per.
Or scalded by overturned kettle
ceiving orders to act as barber ven
and so bowed to the will of fectly fascinated with It and I'd like
prince,
tured to expostulate.
cut with a knife bruised by slammed heaven. He was at liberty to arrange to ewn it against the time when we '
"Great euns!" cried the major. "If door injured by gun or any other for his son's education through the own our house. Please write me a
you can cut grass you can cut hair! way the thing needed at once Is premier, of course to build a palace check for the amount $600."
The broker is a man of means, but
Go and do it!"
Bucklen's Arnica Salve to subdue in for him, and to inquire about him from
even men of means have looked twice
flammation and kill the pain. It's day to day; but to see the child was
and even thrice of late before buying
The colored parson had just con earth's supreme healer, infallible for out of the question.
$600 rugs that were not of Immediate
eczema
and
fever
sores,
ulcers,
boils,
Fifteen
away.
years
passed rapidly
cluded a powerful sermon on "Salvaservice. This broker, however. Is a
25c at all druggists.
was
piles.
Vahaca
The
Lord
still
in
great
tion Am Free", and was announcing
his prime, the queen and her daugh- judge of human nature or else he
that a collection would be taken for
ters were still beautiful. The sup- wouldn't be a success in his line of
A dead beat always gets more credit
business and he saw an avenue of
the benefit of the parson and his famposed prince was grown to woman
hood. And now, more than ever be- escape.
ily. Up jumped an acutely brunette that he deserves.
I haven't my book with me," he
brother in the back of the church.
fore, all the parties to the Bchsnie ot
glibly said, "but I'll send you the monfilled
were
with
apprehendeception
'Look ayear, pahson," he interrupt
If you are all run down Foley's
was bent on having ey as soon as I get downtown."
ed, "yo' ain't no sooner done tellin us Kidney Remedy will help yon. It sion, for the king
And he did. He sent his clerk to
aa
soon as possible.
his
heir
married
dat salvation am free dan you go ask-i- strengthens the kidneys so they will
the
bank with instructions, loaded
for
father
a
The proper thing
royal
us fo' money. If salvation m free, eliminate the impurities
fro-- j
the to do, in that day, was to raise a him up with $600 in silver, and sent
what's de use in payin' fo' it? Dat's blood that depress the nerves, and large army, place his son at the head him up to the house. When the man
what I want to know. An' I tell yo' cause exhaustion, backache, rheumat of it Invade the realm of some neigh arrived he asked to be shown to the
room, and without a word he
p'intedly dat I ain't goin' to gib you ism and urinary Irregularities, which boring potentate, and demand the dining the contents of the sack in
sap the vitality. Do not delay. Take daughter ot the latter. King Nihla-Keto- n dumped
nothin' until I found out Now
Kidney Remedy at once. O. G.
followed the custom. He had which he carried the silver. It made a
"Patience, brudder, patience," said Foley'B
dol-IaSchaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
of
heard
the beauty ot a certain prin- big pile 600 round,' glittering
the parson. "I'll 'lucidate: S'pose yo'
and Mrs. Broker was impressed.
must be
Pattaly-PourShe
cess
of
was thirsty an' come to a river. Yo'
A check wouldn't have appealed to
his son. Troops were
It is the after effect of experience the bride inof the
her for a moment but the money ac
could kneel right down an' drink yo'
ot Barty-Pourcity
gathered
fill, couldn't yo'? An' it wouldn't cost that counts.
and the supposed prince was ordered tually talked. She looked at the heap
would
to lead them to the neighboring capi- of silver, and fingered it too, and at
it?"
yo' nothin',
she said: "You take this money
The Crime of Idleness.
"Ob couse not Dat's jest what I "
tal, to marry the princess, and to re last
back.
Tell Mr. Blank I've changed
turn
the
for
blessing.
toyal
continu
water
be
would
"Dat
free,"
Idleness means trouble for any one.
I guess I can do without
mind.
my
the
a
faint
With
prinheart
poor"
ed the parson. "But s'posin' yo' was It's' the same with a lazy liver. It
for
the present"
the
rug
Anga-Dessdetermined to
to hab dat water piped to yo house? causes constipation, headache, jaun- cess of
out her part as best she might
carry
You'd have to pay, wouldn't yo'?
Widows' Pensions.
dice, sallow complexion, pimples and to save herself and her mother from
In his annual report President Eliot
"Yas, suh, but"
blotches, loss of appetite, nausea, but exposure and destruction. But ths
"Wal, brudder, so It is with salva Dr. King's New Life Pills soon banish premier must go along with them. has this to say about the pensions
tion. De salvation am free, but it's de liver troubles and build up your health. This was granted. The Lord Vahaca provided for the widows of professors:
25c at all druggists.
had his own head to save, and must As a resource for a widow In cases
bavin' it piped to yo' dat yo' got to
make a success of the expedition in of sudden disability or death, the pos
pay fo'. Pass de hat, deacon, pass de
Call nn Main ! when vnn hava am some way. And as the army set out sibility of a Carnegie pension is al
hat." Everybody's Magazine.
at its head and arrayed in the garb of ready a great comfort to men of small
news. The Optic wants It
a prince, rode the luckless maid, means who give their lives to the high
Active at 87.
a
lth er education. It does not relieve men
rang
For Indigestion and all stomach while all
This would be unusual news if men
and only the poor king was who can get their lives insured from
cheers,
and women would keep themselves trouble take Foley's Orlno Laxative as denied the pleasure of seeing the the duty of so doing, but there are
free from rheumatism and all aches it stimulates the stomach and liver and adored leader. As they drew nigh to some men with families who cannot
and pains as well as keeping their regulates the bowels and will positiv Pattaly-Pourthe premier was at his get their lives insured upon any
muscles and Joints limber with Balwas to be done? terms, and others whose expenses are
G. wits' end.
What
O.
habitual
cure
constipation.
ely
Sold
6 Center
lard's Snow Liniment
offered
him a temporary so near their incomes that they cannot
fate
Co.
Luckily,
Cross
and
Red
Schaefer
Drug
Block Depot Drug Co.
assistance. As they passed through save the money for premiums on any
the defiles of a craggy forest they adequate amount of insurance."
came upon a great giant of superhuW-soits
Giraffe and Okspl.
man powers. This giant had the preof the London Zoologi
a
At
either
time
at
of
any
meeting
being
rogative
a man or a woman, at will. But he cal society the secretary pointed out
Furnito sell
could change himself temporarily into that the young giraffes have relatively
Automobile,
a woman only when some woman, on much shorter necks than their parRugs,
agreement, would suffer herself to be, ents; the neck in the former being no
old
Horse, Buggy, or
"or the time, transformed into a man, longer than the fore legs, which it
.
value
so that the balance of the sexes might largely exceeds in length in the latstill
ter. Thl3, of course, Is only what
be preserved.
Here was an opportunity. Could the one snould naturally expect to occur,
but it. nevertheless, servpg to bring
premier persuade the giant to
.' 'I ii
one gteo nearer toe otait.
the eira
fsejseg with the prlnct-aEPWORTH
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NO.

C1APKAN LODGE

A. F, ft

PHYSICIANS.

A

It
wiaur eonv
mnnlcatlon first and

-

a.

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

DENTIST
third Thtusdaya 1
Both
Crockett
Suite
4,
Building.
VisitmjlcYi month.
and
residence.
office
at
phones
i. fcmthara cordialv
invited- - Geo. H. Kinkel W.
DR. G. L. JENKINS
H. Spcrlcder. Secretary.
-

it

ts.

Over Hedgcock's 8hoe Store
Phone Vegaa 71

'

F. R. LORD, DENTIST

(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams)
CHAPTER NO. S. ROT- - Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
Regular
.U Arch Masons.
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
eon vocation trat Monday in
Mala 67.
Uv 1 Mtcn month at Masonic
M. R.
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
ATTORNEY8.
H.
has.
H.
P..
winiAms.
GEORGE H. HUNKER
tporleder. Secretary.
LAS-VEG-

M4

EL DORADO LODGE NO.l
Knlgnu ot Pythias
meet every Monday
evening- tti Castle
Hall, Viaitdns Knlshts
re cordially Invited.
1. P. HAVENS.

Attorney at Law
Block, Las Vegaa, New
Veeder
Office:
Mexico.
GEORGE

Chancellor Command-

"

M. BURN HARD,

E. MORRISON

Civil Engineer and Surveyor

Office: Wheeler Bldg.

Keeper of Record and

E. Las Vegas

Seal.

Intemperance In Cause and Effect.
The drink habit may be the cause
of many miseries; but it is,-iturn,
the effect of other and prior miseries.
The temperance
advocates
may
preach their hearts out over the evils
of drink, but until the evils that cause
'
people to drink are abolished drink
and its evils will remain. Jack Lon-

NO. 77. FRATEROF AMERICA
third
and
Wednesday of
Herts first
each month at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. Chaa. Trambley, F. M.;
Bertha C. Thornhill, Secretary. Wa-

&ALDY LODGE.
NAL UNION

n

iting members cordially invited.
L - O.

don.

F.,
meets second and fourth Thursday
rentage of each month at -- the L
O. O. F. halL Miss Bertha Becker,
N. G.; Mrs. Delia Pep ard. V. Q.;
F. Dailey, Secretary; AdeMrs.
Treasurer.
Smith.
line

sXEBEKAH

LODGE.

O.

Little By Little.
uttl thlnBS In
"Yes, I riijUii MUi
wash," said s13T"my towels and table
napkins and handkerchiefs. My washerwoman doesn't charge me exorbitantly for them. She is very reasonable.
She wants to encourage me to
put them In, so she can take them
AND away from me one by one without my
SECOND
. p, O. B. MEETS
each knowing it."
evenings
toorth Tuesday
C.
hall.
R.
O.
Visiting
month at
Mere Humans.
brothers are cordially invited. W.
A Wilkesbarre magistrate has deConW.
D.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
cided that a cow has precedence over
don, secretary.
an automobile and does not have to
wear a red lantern on her tall when
ASTERN STAR. REGULAR
standing in the road o' nights medifourth tatively chewing her cud. Human beand
second
must take their
Thursday evenings of each month. ings apparently
chances.
are
slaters
and
All visiting brothers
A.
cordially invited. Mrs., Sarah
A Kansas Blizzard.
Ida
i Chaffln, worthy matron; Mrs.
A favorite story In western Kansas
t
secretary.
Beelinger,
yesrs ago related how steadily the
wind blew; a farmer said that the
NO.
LODGE
I O. O. F, LAS VEGAS
wind ' blew a sheaf of oats against his
at
evening
, meets every Monday
barn door, and kept it there three
visit-totheir hall In Sixth street. All
days. Atchison Globe.
brethren cordially Invited to at
tend C W. McAllister. N. G ; Ea
Noisy.
"De man dat makes de mos' noise,"
Comstock, V. O.; R. O. William
Uncle Eben, "ain' alius de one
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; said
dat does de mos' work. If he was, de
C. V." Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
big politicians would have to stop
writin' speeches an' learn to play de
NO.
fRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD.
cornet"
at
night
102. meets every Friday
their hall in the Schmidt building,
English Imports of Timber.'
wast of Fountain Square, at eight
Of the timber England imports, 87
coro'clock.
Visiting members are
per cent is pine and fir, three per cent
Cook, pres- oak and ten per cent teak, mahogany
N.
Jas.
welcome.
dially
and other furniture woods.
ident; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
.

"t

g

v

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS. COUNSpent It Freely.
When a girl is told that she has a
CIL No. 804, meets second and
in ber voice, she goes home
fourth Thursday, O. R. C. hall. Pion- fortune
and declares dividends for the benefit
are
members
Visiting
eer bldg.
of the neighbors. Galveston News.
eordlally invited. W. R. Tipton,
G. K.; E. P. Mackel, F. S.
,

Difficult.

Judge decides that it 1b difficult at
r. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD times to account tor the bright sayings
at of some children after bearing their
Tuesday evenings each month,
VisitHall.
Brotherhood
parents talk.
Fraternal
e
Invited.
cordially
brothers
ing
Needs Proper Backing.
Jno Thornhill, president; B. C.
"Hope," said Uncle Eben, "Is a
Ward. Secretary.
blessin' when you's willin' to back it
wit a little hard work 'stid o' lejttin' It
FRATERNAL
IN
MEET
MDMEN
itse'f out on a policy ticket"
ttrntrmrhood hall every second and play
the
at
eighth
fourth Thursday, sleep
Oh, Nonsensel
ran Vlsitin brothers always wel
"A little nonsense now an then,"
David
come to the wigwam.
said Uncle Eben, "is all right. But
Flint, sachem; Waite H. Davis, dar's alius a heap o' danger dat it's
thief of records ana collector oi g'inter git ter be a habit."
wampum.
Gets Much Tobacco from America.
E. ROSENWALD Lodge No. 645, I.
r
of the tobacMore than
Wednes0. B. B. Meets every first
co consumed by the Spanish nation
day of the month In ths vestry comes from the United States.
room of Temple Monteflore, Bong-la- s
avenue and Ninth street Visit
Manhood's Supreme Test.
Beecher: The highest manhood retag brothers are cordially invited.
Chas Greenelsy, pres!dst; Rabbi J. sides in disposition, not in mere
r--

at.

Falsi,

sseret&ry.

.

...

DENTIST

"IAS VIMA3 COMMANDER'S NO. J.
Knight Templar. Regular
ta
eonclave second Tna-d- ay
Masonic
at
month
each
r
B. Clark,
tempi, 7:30 p. m-- Jon
I , c.. Caauee Tamme, Retorts.

great Lord Vahaca set himself to tie
task, explaining the Detesaity of the
case. And the giant who was not a
bad fellow, gallantly agreed to make
the exchange for six days only, to
please the fair princess. Bear in mind,
the giant did not become a princess,
nor the princess a giant There was
no exchange of personality, only Instead of a princess and a giant there
were now a genuine prince and a
giantess. There waa little change In
the appearance of the two, and no one
suspected anything of the strange
compact between them.
The
prince now led
his soldiers into the city ot Pattaly-Ponr- a
and np to the royal palace. The
king was impressed with the formidable character of the army, and especially with the appearance and deportment of the manly young prince.'
The latter fell in love with the princess at sight and she lost her heart
as soon as she beheld him. There waa
a bold, passionate demand for her.
hand, which waa conceded at once.
But the wedding must be celebrated,
on the morrow. How very sudden!!
Wat an ardent wooer! Could he not
wait at least a week or two?
The
prince shuddered, but stood firm. Not
a day's delay would be permitted.
All things are allowed to lovers. The
city of Pattaly-Pour- a
Improvised a
wedding of oriental splendor. For
four days It was mad with delight
Illuminations, music, parades, dances
and feasting filled the hours. The
prince determined to leave the dominions of his father-in-lain short
order. No, no. It was useless to talk.
Not another day could he remain; not
,
another day.
From the ecstasies of those days he
turned to his dark future. On the
sixth day he found himself, with his
sweet bride, la the rocky forest where
the giantess was awaiting him. Would
his bride be a party to the terrible secret ef his life? Moat he and his mother and sisters and the great Lord Vahaca all suffer death when they should
be at ker mercy? Could he exchange
his proud young manhood, so lately
possessed, for the inferior estate of
woman? He must The giantess,
doabtless, was awaiting him, impatient to return to her own proper self.
Bat where waa ahe? How he dreaded
to meet her!
Ah, she comes! But how? Not with
Not with
Impatient, stern demand.
stately tread. Simpering, giggling, she
comes, to make a statement and proposition. Within the past five days she
baa had several visits (giggle) from a
giant who happened along
He had talked and talked with her,
and and. he had fallen in love with
her (giggle), and she had with him.
And now, would the young prince be
for any consideration to
willing,
make their temporary exchange ot
sexes a permanent arrangement?
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Is Your Healing Stove in Good Order?

To Those Who Entertain

Hlojoii

If not let us .order ypu a grate or a fire Tot NOW by
freight and save express charges later.'' We can furrish
any part fir any'Stdvfi made in the United States.

Buy

PHONE MAIN

The Huntley and Palmer Biscuits

WEATHER

ranging in price from

40 to 75 Cents Per Pound
Arc in Stock at

'

IE

The Slore

DAVIS

REPOBT

379

T
consummated went'with the purchase
of elbow room In an office building in
Portland.

i

August 9, 1909.
Temperature Maximum 77; minimum 54; range 23: precipitation .29.
Mike Hart, who was & territorial
Humidity 6 a. m. 84; 12 noai 81, 6 coal oil
inspector here some years
p. m., 67; mean 74-is still holding forth in Portland,
ago,
Forecast Local showers tonight and
Oregon, whre he is promoting Idaho
Wednesday.
mining properties, wnn eviaeni pros
perity.
LOCAL NEWS.

J)SI

!

Rev. J. J. toriscoll, S. J., of the Col
lege of the (Sacred Heart,, Denrer, is

'
Pablo A. Lopez has pulled .down his conducting
of Loretto cjf Santa Fe, which Is also
blinds and quit business at his Bridge attended bw the
Sisters of Pueblo,
)
street meat market.
Colo., Las Vegas and other points.

Pride Flour

Hays, Julius Christman and
There was) to have been an installa
Williams, the latter residing in tion of officers at a
meeting of the
Raton, have taken out bird licenses.
degree of PotVahontas last evening," Bui
the ceremonlesVwere necessarily postA meeting of the board of directponed, on accou'r of the absence for
has
been
club
ors of the Commercial
cause
of the principal installing
called for this evening at 8 o'clock.
'

Order
Turner.

your

cream

from

T.

Las Vegas Roller Mills
131,

A Simple Test

at Cost

An uppor tunity in the hottest weather to buy

.

Ctxn You Save Money?
If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success
financially;
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.
)

The First National Bank
NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL aud SURPLUS $130,000.00.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
Ass't Cashier.

E. D. RAYNOLDS,
Cashier.

MONEY SAVED
Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75

per ton just wbat you want for cooking,

Free from Slate or Slack

D. W. CONDON

The carpenters' gang working under
J. K. Martin was busy today tearing
down the old adobe between Cbas.
Reports from Sapello today were
and the building that is
Greenclay's
that a heavy rain fell there last night,
to
erected
be
by O. L. Gregory. Work
.
coun-tryextending down to the Tecolote
will soon be started on the Gregory
'
building.
a
Ambroslo
of
wife
Martinez,
The
Fine rains fell during the night in
daughter of Jose C. de Baca, residing Las
Vegas and vicinity. While they will
is
West
Pacific
side,
on South
street,
be productive of as good results as
not
seriously ill.
If tfTey had come earlier in the season,
they will do almost an incalculable
yet
Mrs. S3. M. Bagwell, wife of the well
amount of good, assuring winter feed
digger, underwent a surgical operation for stock.
at Las Vegas hospital yesterday and
Is reported as getting along finely.
It is currently reported that a
sheep inspector who wag
government
Get the best at Nolette'a barber
thought to have been married about
shop.
two months ago, will soon actually
enter the bonds of matrimony. The
There will be a special communica
young lady in the case Is said to re
tion of Chapman lodge No. 2 A. P. & side in
Chicago.
A. M.. this evening for the purpose
of conferring the E. A. degree.
Barney Higgins, foreman of W. H.
cattle outfit at Ash Fork,
Campbell's
Tonight at Rosenthal hall, an even sustained a serious Injury last Fri
ing, with the merry widow. Souvenirs
day by having a horse fall back on
for all. Admission 5 cents dancing 5
him. The young man is ,a son and
cents per dance. M. W. Cain.
namesake of Barney Higgins, the
resident of Mora county.
Benigno Martinez is preparing to
move his saloon from the south side
Caslmiro Molina, who was In charge
of the plaza into his own building on
of the printing plant at the office of
South Pacific street, on he outskirts
Revista Catolica on the West side for
of town.
several months, after the death of
Rev. Ft. Ferrari, S. J., was recently
The delivery wagon of Appel Bros, married in San
Francisco, Cal., in
is in a shop for repairs, having been
which city he is working at his trade.
put out of commission In a runaway
accident In which the wagon was the
The ice cream social given by the
only sufferer to any extent.
Ladies' Altar society of the West side
Catholic church last evening was a deThe Ladies' Aid society of the M. E. cided success both
socially and financhurch enjoyed a social afternoon at
of the fact that the
cially,
regardless
the parsonage, corner of Eighth street
night was stormy. Dancing was the
and Columbia avenue, today. Refresh- feature of the
evening's festivities
ments were served at a nominal price. which continued until the wee small
hours of the morning.
James Robbins, who left Las Vegas
for Portland, Oregon, some years ago,
Officer Kelly and his bunch of street
is no longer connected with the wool
have been busy today with
pilgrims
business of Thomas Ross, who is now the
team filling in the mud holes
city
operating in the small town of Echo, about the city and also fixing defective
that state. Mr. Robbins is handling street crossings, filling these in with
real estate in Portland, having re- cinders. There are many bad peaces
cently paid $500 spot cash for a desk. in different parts of the city which will
A big deal In realty which was not be
put in good condition as soon &s
the authorities can get around to it.
The heavy rains of yesterday have
left great pools of water standing in
many places.

Yes, "White
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at the Head
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fin the world, where automatic

keeping right up to date we

machinery working in pure
air and sunlight handles the

have installed a Monarch

coffee without the tonch of a

Marking
Machine

hand from the ba of import
cans in
to the sealed
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which it
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air-tig-
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made from Concord shapes,
No
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Co. of San Francisco. J
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O. DROWN TRADINO CO.,

Hm

DEALERS IN

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS.
VKIJICLKS IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.
Get Our Prices before buying.

Dridge Street

Phone Main 85

Buy Yovir

For (he

best Meat

FRESH FRUIT

in the
City

and

go to

Papen's

BAKERY GOODIES

JOHHA.TAPEN,

at

to Prove

1

mm.

Our methods and appliances
are the best known.

,

hs

;

be pleased to

MAIN 81

es

Boucher's
"THE COFFEE MAN"

reserve
Louie Rudulph, the
rider of the Rociada district, is in the
(Give SPECIAL ORDERS 12
city today and reports so much rain hours notice of
Fancy Cakes.)
in Rociada and vicinity that it is im
now.
He
make
wishes
hay
possible to
All Aboard for Harvey!
some of the rain would visit the vicinity of Las Vegas for awhile where it
Carriage goes out Saturday morn
is badly needed.
ing returna following Friday. Leave
order at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
Finch's Golden Wedding Rje, agea Trading Co'a.
In the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of coune.
The beat draft beer in the city. At
The Lobby, of course.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from bar
Straight Guggenheim rye served
over the bar at the Antlers.
rels on the bar.
FOR RENT Good pasture with plenty of good water. Mrs. Green.

Fabst'a draught beer on tap only at
Opera bar.

SWEET PEAS
Pink, White, Lavender and Red, or Mixed.
CtG
50
PER HUNDRED
Las
Greenhouses
Vegas
PERRY
Phone Main 276
ONION, Prop.

PBICESt

Prevent Errors

We " would
Serve you.,

Phone 144 and 145

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
"
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
"
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
50 to 200 lbs. "
"
Less than 50 lbs. "

7

For sale by

GROCER AND BUTCHER,

HYGEIA ICE
THE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER

Neat Work

Cer

Satisfactory

1.

LATEST

In line with our policy of

GRAPE JUICE
it to suit the taste

THE

Prepared for market in the
cleanest, best lighted, best
ventilated coffee establishment

Foot Slain ht

Phone Main 21

mim

Refrigerator cheap,

old-tim- e

If you want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financiallyi
you can easily find out.

Street

T.

!

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

IEVY, Sixth

Refrigerators

All

retreat for the Sisters

fine

Use Our

Succtttor to HENRY

Closing Out

Upton

Op Domestic Coal,

.

1(3 "(BlPSlBfli)

Phono Main 107

A. L.

OF LAS VEGAS.

STORE

GOODS

"

Mrs. R. L. Houghton Is indisposed.

7

Phone

DRY

The Hardwareiuau.

Ten Different Kinds
lt:.;,

EXCLUSIVE

All Ladies' House Wrappers, now on hand at Cost.
Boys and Girls Indian Suits, worth SI. 50, now 98c,.
See late shimpment of new Silk Under Skirts.

Lvidwig Wm. Ilfeld,

of which

VEGAS'

LAS

"

Stem laundry

'

20c
30c
40c
50c
75c

per hundred
ti

- McGulre & Webb
Phone Main 227

CRYSTAL ICE CO,.
V

J. M. SEISTA.
Csrtacfifst and liiumtrEtor.

Commercial Designer and Suggester of Practical Ideas. Orifrfnal
tinctive and Effective Designs. Phone 188 Main.

Dis-

